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2016 Critical Areas Ordinance Update
County Council Review, Workshop 5, 21 February 2017

On February 21st the Council will continue its review of the 2016 Critical Areas
Ordinance Update. Topics to be covered include:
Review of Certain Proposed Amendments to:
•

Article 3 - Geologic Hazards (including lahars)

To prepare for this meeting, please review Article 3 of the draft code, the Best
Available Science Addendum regarding that section (in your previous meeting
packet materials), in which I point out the more substantive recommended
amendments, and this memo, in which we describe how we got to this point and
the options Council has.
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Why Staff is Presenting So Much Information, as Well as Other Options?
At the Council's first public hearing on the Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO) the majority ofthe public
testimony (22 of 28 people) was geared toward swaying the Council not to amend the lahar regulations,
or more precisely to not have such regulations. Council made a motion for staff to develop lahar
regulations based on our tsunami regulations. Staff has done this (see "Option 1: A Lahar Code Based on
the Tsunami Code," page 7). However, staff doesn't believe that Council has had the opportunity to fully
understand the context of geologic hazards at Mt. Baker or the risks posed to Whatcom County
residents. While Council does have the authority to adopt whatever rules they want, it is only after
having such a public discussion (see "What Tahoma Audubon Society v. Pierce County Tells Us," page
12). Thus, staff feels it incumbent to first present what is known about lahars prior to Council making
such a decision.
It should also be noted that public testimony concerning the perception of risk posed by lahars appears
to be based on individually held beliefs of risk tolerance. Emerging risk assessment methodologies are
available that quantify both community and individual risk posed by geologic hazards. Proposed
development is commonly evaluated according to community risk tolerances, which are commonly
treated more conservatively, whereas individual risk tolerance is more typically employed in scenarios
such as home expansions where the increased risk exposure is assumed by the individual and not
society. In considering revised regulations Council should consider the potential increase to community
risk posed by the adoption of revised volcanic hazard regulations. Toward this end staff is prepared to
update Council on to strides made toward improved geologic hazard characterization since the 2014
Natural Resources Committee briefing, as well as provide recommendations for future improvements;
some of which would have the added benefit of informing the revision of volcanic hazard area
regulations.

History (How We Got to Where We Are on the Draft Code)
Staff had not planned on updating the volcanic hazard area code when we first started the CAO update
as it hadn't been identified as a problem, nor had the CAC or the TAC identified any egregious issues
requiring revision. However, after we had finished reviewing the code with the TAC and CAC, a handful
of prospective applicants for marijuana processing facilities made inquiries about properties they had
identified as potentially suitable locations. Staff identified that the properties fell within a lahar hazard
areas and that the use wouldn't be allowed based on staff's interpretation of the code, which states that
only single-family residences and duplexes are allowed in lahar hazard zones (see " Existing CAO
Language," page 14). Potential applicants then went to the BIAWC for help, who stepped in to lobby for
a change in the code.
Most existing larger scale or more intensive development in the LHZ's appear to have been in existence
prior to adoption of the original CAO and are therefore considered nonconforming uses to the CAO.
Staff was also aware that USGS-published maps depicting areas of potential lahar inundation-which
had previously been adopted as best available science- were not prepared at a scale appropriate for
parcel -level analysis and could only be considered approximate. Staff therefore reached out to the
1

USGS, who acknowledged that an updated hazard map and publication was needed for Mt. Baker and
that this work is currently under production.
Based on these considerations staff was of the opinion that adoption of significantly revised volcanic
hazard area standards-especially when updated hazard mapping was forthcoming-was not advisable.
As a result, staff prepared amended volcanic hazard code language that allowed all uses per the
underlying zoning, but with occupancy limits comparable to single-family residential uses as in the
current code. The rationale of this approach was to accommodate additional uses in these areas but
preclude sensitive uses or high concentrations of people until such time that updated hazard mapping
and risk assessment could be used to propose more scientifically sound volcanic hazard area regulations,
as explained below.

Development of the Proposed Lahar Hazard Zones
In response to the Planning Commission's request for an amended volcanic hazard area code that would
be less restrictive to uses in lahar hazard areas, staff was tasked with researching lahar regulations in
other Washington State counties. Of counties potentially impacted by lahar hazards, Pierce County was
found to have the most evolved, defensible ordinance.
The Pierce County ordinance is built around empirically-derived lahar travel-time estimates after the
1

work of Pierson (1998) . Regulations are established according to

travel time zones based on increasing

lahar arrival times with distance from Mt. Rainier. Additional use restrictions are then applied for
designated

volcanic hazard areas, which correlate to three distinct lahar designations of increasing

hazard severity as well as pyroclastic flow hazard areas, each of which are interpreted by the USGS to
have impacted, or to have the potential to impact areas within the respective

travel time zones in the

future.
Paramount to the Pierce County approach is the availability of accurate models published by the USGS
of lahar inundation and pyroclastic hazard areas, which were used to delineate the respective

volcanic

hazard areas. In addition, Pierce County's regulatory framework is benefited by the presence of a robust
seismic network at Mt. Rainier that allows for early detection of increased magmatic activity, which may
presage volcanic or lahar activity, as well as a lahar alert system triggered by acoustical flow monitors.
The combination of monitoring, detection, and lahar alert justifies the establishment of Pierce County's

travel time zones.
In an attempt to devise regulations similar to Pierce County, staff generated travel-time estimates for
potential lahar paths traveling down the Middle and North Fork Nooksack River valleys, respectively. A
lahar traveling down the Middle Fork will arrive at the confluence of the Middle and the North Fork
Valley sooner and arrival times downstream of the confluence are based on a Middle Fork lahar. Travel
times were estimated by two methods. The first used commonly observed lahar velocities, which are
noted to decrease from high velocity in confined, steep-gradient valleys near the volcanic source to
lower velocity as the lahar reaches the lowlands and the river becomes unconfined and gradient
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Pierson, T.C., 1998. An Empirical Method for Estimating Travel Times for Wet Volcanic Mass Flows . Bulletin of
Volcanology, v. 60, p. 98-109.
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decreases. Lahar velocities of SO, 25, and 15 miles per hour were used for this effort. In addition, staff
reached out to Dr. Tom Pierson, Cascade Volcano Observatory Research Scientist and author of the
above-referenced paper, and requested assistance applying his methodology to a lahar at Mt. Baker. Dr.
Pierson graciously provided staff with estimated arrival times at specific locations such as Glacier,
Deming, and other key geophysical locations along the respective, potential lahar paths. These data
were used to validate the arrival times determined by the former methodology, which were found to
correspond well.

2

In the North Fork Valley the town of Glacier lies well within Lahar Zone A, if delineated correlative to
lahar zonation established in the Middle Fork Valley, where Lahar Zone A extends to the Mosquito Lake
Bridge at the approximate 15 minute lahar arrival time. At the direction of the Planning Commission
staff extended Lahar Zone B to the town of Glacier to allow for more uses within the established LAMIRD
community and in recognition of the existing Resort-Commercial and Small Town Commercial zoning.
This decision should be considered non-conservative, especially when compared to Pierce County
regulations. In Pierce County the most proximal hazard zone extends to the 30 minute lahar arrival time
in the Puyallup and Carbon River systems and the 60 minute lahar arrival time in the Nisqually and
White River systems. Adoption of lahar hazard zonation as conservative as the Pierce County approach
would extend the more restrictive regulations (Lahar Zone A) to Deming, or beyond.
In summary, it is Staff's opinion that a number of key components are lacking in Whatcom County that
make adoption of lahar regulations that mimic Pierce County's currently inadvisable. While County Staff
helped develop the Planning Commission's proposed Volcanic Hazard code revision, staff is of the
opinion that such an approach is problematic based on the following reasons:
a.

Absence of a lahar warning system or a reliable seismic network at Mt. Baker
In Pierce County and the Planning Commission's proposed code revision, lahar regulations are
applied with decreasing use restrictions according to increased lahar travel time. In the absence
of detection and alert it cannot be assumed that evacuation will function as an effective means
of hazard mitigation. This issue is further confounded by the need for a reliable seismic network
that could offer early warning and allow for evacuation prior to initiation of a lahar.

b.

Non-conservative Lahar Hazard Zone Delineation
Were Whatcom County to adopt lahar hazard zones correlative to Pierce County the highest
hazard zone (Lahar Hazard Zone A) should extend to Deming at the

~1

hour lahar arrival time. As

proposed by the Planning Commission, Glacier is included in Lahar Hazard Zone B to allow for
increased uses in an established community. This is highly non-conservative due to the very
short lahar arrival time (<15 minutes) and the resulting inability to rely on evacuation as a form
of mitigation, as well as the potential for smaller-volume, but higher frequency lahars impacts.
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It should be noted that Dr. Pierson's travel times may be conservative as they are based on empirically-derived
7
travel times for lahars averaging 10 million cubic meters in volume, which would be considered a very large, low
recurrence event. Despite this conservative interpretation, Dr. Pierson urged caution with regard to the regulatory
application of travel time zones in the absence of a lahar detection and alert system.
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c.

Modeling and delineation of lahar hazards at Mt. Baker is currently outdated and generalized
Pierce County regulations are benefited with accurate models of potential lahar inundation
areas. In addition, lahar inundation models are available for lahars of varying magnitude and
frequency, allowing further refinement of land use regulations. Such models for Mt. Baker are
presently in production at the USGS and estimated to be available by 2019.

d.

Emergency preparedness and response plans rely on a robust lahar Detection and Alert System
Emergency planning, which could be considered a form of hazard mitigation, is severely
hindered in the absence of the above-described lahar detection and alert system. While
emergency plans are continually being updated and improved, until a detection and alert system
is in place at Mt. Baker response plans are effectively reactive measures. Furthermore, a lahar
detection and alert system would likely only be effective in areas such as Deming, and
downstream, where sufficient time

(~1

hour) would be available to use evacuation routes.

Due to the non-conservative nature of the lahar hazard zones and the absence of a monitoring and alert
system, staff recommended to the Planning Commission that any regulations based on lahar hazard

zones maintain very low occupancy limits for any new permitted uses along the North and Middle Forks
of the Nooksack River (Lahar Zones A and B). Once updated lahar mapping and risk assessment is
completed more tenable occupancy limits could be considered. Despite staffs recommendation, and
following much debate, the Planning Commission ultimately elected to support the Piece County-based
volcanic hazard code language, yet with significantly increased occupancy limits and fewer restrictions
on sensitive uses. It should also be pointed out that the occupancy limits recommended by the Planning
Commission are such that, with the exception of Lahar Hazard Zone A, uses within the established
communities would likely be more limited by other zoning regulations, such as the floor/area ratios of
the LAMIRDS, than the proposed volcanic hazard area regulations.

What Do We Know About Lahars in Whatcom County?
Cynthia Gardner and Seth Moran with the USGS-Cascade Volcano Observatory (CVO) have graciously
offered to attend the February 21 COTW workshop and present the geologic history and potential
hazards at Mt. Baker. They will also review monitoring efforts currently being undertaken at other
volcanic centers, both in the USA and abroad, and discuss paths forward at Mt. Baker for improved
monitoring and hazard awareness. The CVO maintains on-line information about hazards at Mt. Baker,
which can be found at the following uri: https://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/2000/fs059-00/ .

What State andjor Federal Emergency Response and Preparedness
Efforts are Going On?
Dr. Gardner and Mr. Moran will present this information at the February 21 COTW workshop.

Local Emergency Response and Preparedness Measures
Please see John Gargett's "A Risk Based Planning Approach for Lahar and Volcanic Hazards in Whatcom
County," page 14.
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Legal Requirements
Before we explore Council's options, the legal requirements of WAC 365-190, Geologically hazardous
areas, should be reviewed. Following are the pertinent sections; the entire text is found under "WAC
365-190-120 Geologically hazardous areas" on page 26.
(1) Geologically hazardous areas. Geologically hazardous areas include areas susceptible to erosion,
sliding, earthquake, or other geological events. They pose a threat to the health and safety of
citizens when incompatible commercial, residential, or industrial development is sited in areas of
significant hazard.
Section (1) basically says that geohazards pose a threat when "incompatible" development is sited in
areas of "significant" hazard. However, neither of these terms is defined. Is incompatible development
that which puts someone in harm's way, or that which worsens a risk, to either an individual property
owner or to the larger community? And does Council consider lahars a significant risk? Or does Council
find them an insignificant risk due to their low probability? Or are they significant due to the large
consequences should one occur? Remember, lahar risk should be viewed on the basis of annual
probability not an annual return period. The difference is that while they are infrequent events, the
chances of one happening in any one year may be relatively small, but don't change year to year.

Staff suggests that if Council wants to adopt minimal regulations, it would behoove you to find that
lahars aren't a significant hazard.
{2) Some geological hazards can be reduced or mitigated by engineering, design, or modified
construction or mining practices so that risks to public health and safety are minimized. When
technology cannot reduce risks to acceptable levels, building in geologically hazardous areas must
be avoided. The distinction between avoidance and compensatory mitigation should be considered
by counties and cities that do not currently classify geological hazards, as they develop their
classification scheme.
Section {2) basically says that we must avoid development in geohazard areas if the risk can't be
mitigated. Staff suggests that if Council wants to adopt minimal regulations, it may be prudent to find
that an early warning and evacuation plan is adequate mitigation. Of course, this presupposes that we
have such a system in place, which may not be feasible for areas proximal to Mt. Baker such as Glacier.
(10}0ther geological hazard areas:
(a) Volcanic hazard areas must include areas subject to pyroclastic flows, lava flows, debris
avalanche, or inundation by debris flows, lahars, mudflows, or related flooding resulting from
volcanic activity.
From section {10), it is clear that lahar hazard areas must be declared a volcanic hazard area, which the
proposed code does. How we respond to that is up to Council.

Options for Council
Council has a variety of options, ranging from the least restrictive (allowing all new uses in Lahar Hazard
Zones that could be permitted in accordance with the underlying zoning regulations) to the most
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restrictive (restricting all new development except SFR). Something in between might be to allow most
lower occupancy uses allowed by the zoning code, but regulate essential facilities, hazardous facilities,
and higher occupancy uses, including special occupancies, and/or covered assemblies to some degree.
Staff has identified three options for Council to consider. Whichever option is chosen, Council would
have to find that the risk posed to communities and future generations is acceptable in consideration of
the potential hazards. Furthermore, a warning system, signed evacuation routes, and education could
be added to any ofthese options, though would need to be funded.
As mentioned, pursuant to Tahoma Audubon Society v. Pierce County (page 12) Council has the sole
authority to choose the level of risk our citizens are willing to accept, though it needs to be on the
record as having had a thorough discussion and understanding of the potential risks of their decision.

Option 1: A Lahar Code Based on the Tsunami Code (as per Council motion)
At the public hearing, a motion was approved to "Request staff to bring forward a proposal to remove
lahar language and insert language that says lahars will be treated like tsunami zones, with the same
level of evacuation route planning and education."
Thus, Council has asked for lahar regulations that mimic our tsunami regulations. In actuality, the
existing tsunami hazard regulations direct the technical administrator to the volcanic hazard regulations.
Adopting lahar regulations that mimic the tsunami regulations would just create a logic loop in the code.
However, for this discussion, staff assumed the Council intended to let people build all all~wed uses, and
rely on emergency warning systems, emergency preparedness, and education, but with no other
mitigation (e.g., building structures to withstand a lahar, which is considered unfeasible in areas subject
to high velocity lahar flows as might be experienced as far down valley as Deming).
First there are a couple of differences between these types of hazards that we'd like to point out.
(1) Geologic inference suggests that tsunamis have the potential to occur more frequently than
lahars.
(2) Tsunamis generated by large, Cascadia Subduction Zone earthquake would trigger early
detection and alert systems currently in place.
(3) A lahar warning system has not been established in Whatcom County.
(4) We have signed evacuation routes for tsunamis but not for lahars.
(5) Most development in tsunami hazard areas is single-family residential, which is allowed by
current CAO geohazard regulations. Commercial or other uses would not be allowed without
mitigation capable of reducing the risk posed to the proposed development.
(6) We can mitigate for tsunamis. In tsunami hazard areas, we require that structures be built so
that habitable spaces are above the expected height of the tsunami/flooding, that floodwater
can pass through crawl spaces without significant structural damage, and that the foundation is
designed to withstand the interpreted hydraulic and impact forces . No types of structural
improvements are capable of mitigating or withstanding lahar impacts for much of the proximal
lahar hazard area.
(7) In the tsunami hazard areas land is available for development (i.e., located outside oftsunami
hazard areas) within close proximity, allowing development to proceed largely unhindered by
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using avoidance as required by

wee 16.16.320(A). This is generally not the case for lahar hazard

areas, especially in the foothills region where lahar hazards are interpreted to extend across the
valley floor.
(8) And lastly, there is evidence that we may expect to experience an increased frequency of debris
flows (sometimes used interchangeably for lahar) at Mt. Baker related to glacial retreat, as
similar effects have been noted at Mt. Rainier, Mt. Hood, and other glaciated mountain ranges.
While these events may not be as large as lahars, there is the potential for them to impact
development relatively near the mountain, and with increased frequency and no warning. If a
warning system were developed, ideally it would encompass this hazard also.
It should also be pointed out that the existing tsunami alert system (warning system, evacuation
signage, and education) is not a CAO regulation, but something inherited by our Emergency
Management Division of the Sherriff's Office, who is developing a comprehensive AHABR system. Thus,
if this is an approach the Council wants to implement (and planning staff supports installation of such a
system, especially if the Council chooses not to limit development by regulatory means), then funds
would need to be appropriated and the system would need to be set up.
Council should also consider whether they want to regulate any sort of sensitive land uses, such as
emergency services, hospitals, schools, hazardous facilities, etc., in the lahar hazard zones. Assuming not
(for the purposes of this memo), then below is the tsunami code, followed by a lahar regulation that
mimics it, as Council has requested.

Tsunami Code
16.16.365 Tsunami Hazard Areas -Standards.
The standards of WCC 16.16.320 aR€116.16.350 shall apply. For development within tsunami hazard
areas the proposed development shall be designed to provide protection for the tsunami hazard that
meets the projected hazard on the Department of Natura l Resources Tsunami Inundation M aps. For
othe r low lyi ng coasta l areas not included on the Inundation maps, development sha ll be designed to
provide protection for debris impact and an inundation as determ ined by current Department of
Natural Resource modeling unless other measures ca n be shown to provide equal or greater protection .

Lahar Code Based on Tsunami Code
16.16.350 Standards- Volcanic hazard areas.
The standards of WCC 16.16.320 shall app ly.
(The rest of the tsunami code (above in underline) couldn't apply, as it has to do with building above the
predicted flood height, which wouldn't apply to lahars.)
In a nutshell, WCC 16.16.320, states (the complete text is found in the Draft Code):
•
•
•

That new development should to be located, engineered, and constructed to as to reduce risks
and not increase hazard potential;
That impacts should be avoided;
That new development must be directed toward portions of a parcel that are not subject to, or
at risk from, geological hazards;
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•

•
•
•
•

That critical facilities shouldn't be constructed or located in geologically hazardous areas if
there's a feasible alternative location outside geologically hazardous areas that would serve the
intended service population;
That a qualified professional must review development proposals that occur in potentially
geologically hazardous areas to determine the potential risk;
That proposed development should be sited far enough from erosion and landslide hazard
areas to ensure at least 100 years of useful life;
That agricultural activities are be allowed within geologically hazardous areas, and,
That subdivisions aren't allowed in most geohazard areas.

Option 2: Planning Commission Recommendation
As mentioned above (Development of the Proposed Lahar Hazard Zones, page 2), staff had
recommended a simpler set of regulations to the Planning Commission, but with the caveat that we
revisit this section after we have the newer USGS data. However, they were interested in looking at
other options so staff helped developed the current proposal. One of the benefits of this scheme is that
it sets up 4 different Lahar Hazard Zones based on estimated travel time of a lahar, allowing us to tailor
regulations in each of those zones based on potential risk (see Table 1). In essence, it sets up a
regulatory system similar to Piece County's, though without the detailed data.
However, as you well know, a number of people testified against this language at your first public
hearing. The heart of the public opposition had to do with the proposed occupancy limits (shown in
Table 1), and a perception that certain businesses wouldn't be able to expand. However, we don't
believe those testifying saw, or understood, footnote 2 of that table, which states, "Maximum
occupancies listed here may be increased per wee 16.16.350(0)."
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Table 1. Volcanic Hazard Zone Standards

Use Allowances and Maximum Occupanciesz
Lahar Hazard Zone

Facility/Occupancy
List1

c

B

A

D

Essential Facilities

Prohibited

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed,
subject to
underlying
zoning

Hazardous Facilities

Prohibited

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed,
subject to
underlying
zoning

Special Occupancies

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, with
a maximum occupancy
of 100.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed,
subject to
underlying
zoning

Covered Assemblies

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, with
a maximum occupancy
of 100.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed,
subject to
underlying
zoning

All other uses allowed
by Title 20, Zoning

• Within the Glacier LAMIRD
-All other uses allowed by
Title 20, with a maximum
occupancy of 25.
• Outside the Glacier
LAMIRO- Limited to
single-family residences
and their accessory
structures

All other uses allowed
by Title 20, with a
maximum occupancy
of 100.

Allowed, subject to
underlying zoning, but shall
meet the requirements of
16.16.260 and 265.

Allowed,
subject to
underlying
zoning

See Article 9 for definitions of these facilities.
Maximum occupancies listed here may be increased per wee 16.16.350(0).
3

16.16.350(0) Technical Assessment and Review. In zones A & B , any project proposing
a maximum occupant load greater than 25 shall be required to have a volcanic hazards
assessment prepared by a qualified professional that includes recommendations for
siting of improvements intending to avoid volcanic hazards and a volcanic hazard
management and evacuation plan. In addition, the technical administrator shall have
the authority to require such assessment for any project deemed subject to an elevated
risk from volcanic hazards.
This section basically says that any of the occupancy limits may be raised if the applicant has a report
done by a "qualified professional that includes recommendations for siting of improvements intending
to avoid volcanic hazards and a volcanic hazard management and evacuation plan." It appears that the
public testimony given against the Planning Commission's proposal was based on misinterpretation, as
the proposed language would generally allow all development per the underlying zoning. Thus, contrary
3

C & D not listed since occupancy limits aren't listed for those LIZs.
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to their testimony, any of those business, schools, fire stations, etc. could expand as long as they put
together an evacuation plan to get people out of harm's way were a lahar to occur (and meet the other
parts ofthe zoning code).
In summary, staff believes that the Planning Commission's recommended language would work as a
framework for future regulations, once better data is available, but doesn't believe that it works with
the occupant loads proposed, especially without a warning system in place. Staff's original
recommendation using the Piece County model would have maintained the existing lahar hazard area
limits on occupancy and/or congregations of large numbers of people until the forthcoming USGS data
could be used to adapt the proposed zonation based on a more accurate assessment of risk.

Option 3: A Lahar Code Based on the Existing Lahar Code, with Some
Modifications
Given Council's intent and staff's concerns with Options 1 and 2, we have prepared a third alternative
for consideration. The below language is based on our existing lahar code, but modified for clarity and
brevity, to eliminate the concept of lahar hazard zones and occupancy limits, and to acknowledge
existing, legal nonconforming uses, essential facilities, and cellular communication facilities. As you can
see, it, too, would allow most uses but would require any land use of greater intensity or density than
single-family residence and accessory structures to develop an emergency management and evacuation
plan for their site, and for some uses to propose hazard mitigation measures.

16.16.350 Standards- Volcanic hazard areas.
A.

The following uses may be allowed in volcan ic hazard areas subject to

wee 16.16.320(A, B, and C)

and the provisions below:
1. Single-fam ily residences and duplexes.
2. Accessory structures not involving human occupancy.
3.

Sewer collection facilities, communication facilities. and other utilities that are not likely to
cause harm to people or the environment if inundated by a lahar. Underground utilities such as
pipelines shall be allowed if demonstrated through a Volcanic Hazard Assessment to not likely
be damaged by scour caused by a lahar.

4. Expansion of legal nonconfo rming uses meet ing criteria of WCC 16.16.270 and

wee 20.83, and

subject to the subm ittal and approva l of a Volcanic Hazard Assessment meeting the
requirements of subsection B(l-3) .

5. Essentia l facilities, subject to the subm ittal and approval of a Volcanic Hazard Assessment
meeting the requirements of subsection B(1-3).

6.

All other uses allowed per the property's zoning district. sub ject to the submittal and approval
of a Volcanic Hazard Assessment meeting the requ irements of subsection B(l-4)

B.

Volcanic Hazard Assessment Requirements. Where requ ired by subsection A, a Volcanic Hazard
Assessment shall be submitted for approva l. Said assessment sha ll be prepared by a qua lified
professional or pertinent loca l, state, or federal agency and include the following elements:
1.

A trave l time analysis that determines the amount of time anticipated for a lahar to reach the
proposed pro ject site .
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2. If available, a descri ption of existing or proposed detection and notification systems installed
and maintained by a public entity. Until detection and not ificatio n systems are available, provide
info rmation on available resources for volcanic hazard monitori ng and emergency
preparedness.
3.

An emergency manageme nt plan for the facility that:
a.

Is consistent with and integrated into a community emergency plan maintained by the
Sheriff's Office of Emergency Management.

b. Includes an emergency evacuation plan showing that the proposed project is that is within
wa lki ng dista nce to a legally accessible area outside of the lahar inundation zone in an
amount of time less t ha n the anticipated time that it takes a lahar to reach the site, ideally
after the triggering of a lahar warning system .
c.
4.

Is requ ired to be updated and exercised every th ree years.

Hazard mitigation measures deemed capa ble of withstanding lahar impacts and ensure life
safety.

Summary
•

Staff does not believe adopting regulations similar to the tsunami regulations is appropriate as it
fails to provide sufficient mitigation for the interpreted hazards and would pose increased risk to
our mountain communities. However, if after having this public discussion of risk Council wants
to adopt regulations that allows higher occupancies and/or congregations of large numbers of
people, staff suggests it would be prudent to find :

•

o

that lahars are not a significant hazard,

o

that an early warning and evacuation plan is adequate mitigation; and,

o

that the risk is acceptable.

Though the Planning Commission's recommended language provides a good framework for the
future, once better data is available, staff does not believe that it works with respect to
occupant loads proposed. Staff's original recommendation using the Piece County model would
have maintained the current limits on occupancy and/or congregations of large numbers of
people until the forthcoming USGS data could be used to adapt the proposed zonation based on
an accurate assessment of risk.

•

Staff believes the

3rd

option, a modified version of our current regulations, is the best interim

approach to protecting people and property from potential volcanic hazards until a volcanic
hazard monitoring system and emergency management plan is implemented and forthcoming
hazard mapping can be included.
•

Staff believes a robust volcanic hazard monitoring system and emergency management plan is
warranted.

•

Staff believes that the regulations should be revisited after we've received and analyzed the new
lahar modeling data and volcanic hazard report we expect from the USGS within the next couple
of years.
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What Tahoma Audubon Society v. Pierce County Tells Us
(CPSGMHB Consolidated Case No. 05-3-0004c)

(The below text is verbatim from the decision.)
Tahoma Audubon Society challenged the provisions of Ordinance 2004-57s (Pierce County's CAO)
concerning "covered assemblies" in certain volcanic hazard zones. Park Junction Partners intervened on
behalf of the County. Petitioner Tahoma Audubon argued that Pierce County failed to use the best
available science in allowing 400-person occupancy in a lahar inundation zone that would be inundated
within one hour of a lahar event, in a valley where no early warning system was feasible. Pierce County
responded that risk assessment is a public policy choice which must be left to elected officials. Park
Junction Partners asserted that Mount Rainier visitors "voluntarily choose to assume volcano-related
risks" and that Pierce County was entitled to weigh the lahar risk against the economic goals of the
County in encouraging tourism.
The Board found that the County had used best available science in mapping the lahar inundation zones
and in calculating the time for lahars to reach locations within the inundation zones. The Board found
that the GMA mandate to use best available science to protect the "functions and values" of critical
areas- RCW 36.70A.172- has no apparent application to volcanic hazard areas and that no other GMA
provision appears to require the County to make human life and safety its paramount concern when
adopting critical areas regulations. The Board determined that Petitioner Tahoma Audubon did not carry
its burden of proving Pierce County's action was non-compliant with the GMA. The Board agreed with
the County that life-safety risk assessment is a public policy determination that rests with the moral
conscience of elected officials, not with the Board. The Tahoma Audubon petition was dismissed.
This Board held that the state's "minimum guidelines" (365-190 WAC) are not mandatory, only advisory.
However, the Board also concluded, "If the county does not use [the minimum guidelines] ... it must
explicitly identify those indicators it does use to satisfy the statutory analysis requirements."
Pierce County's regulations for volcanic hazard areas establish three sets of Lahar Inundation Zones
based on the size of lahars as determined by the USGS- Case I, largest and least frequent, Case II, and
Case Ill, most frequent but less destructive. Lahar travel times zones A, B, C, and D5 are based on the

estimated time for a lahar flow to reach a specific area, adjusted for the availability of warning systems
in the Puyallup River and Carbon River basins. No warning systems are practicable in the Upper Nisqually
Valley because the likely source of lahars is too close to the population.
4

The County prohibits bonus densities in any of the volcano hazard areas. "Essential facilities" and
5

"hazardous facilities" are also prohibited. ("Special Occupancy Structures" include schools, day care
centers, nursing homes.)

4

"Essential facilities" are necessary to maintain life and safety functions, such as police and fire stations,
emergency medical facilities.
5
"Hazardous facilities" house or support toxic or explosive chemicals.
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In a Case II Lahar Inundation Zone, Travel Time Zone A, the occupancy of a "covered assembly" is limited
to 100 persons unless the project proponent satisfies certain requirements, in which case the occupancy
may be increased to 400. The special conditions involve providing for evacuation of all occupants to a
safe height out of the lahar inundation zone in the time appropriate to the lahar travel time zone.
Tahoma Audubon claims that the County's "covered assembly" occupancy allowance in Lahar
Inundation Zones violates RCW 36.70A.010 because the "safety" of the state's residents is not
protected. However, the Board must look to sections of the statute that impose specific requirements
because the Board's jurisdiction is limited to "the requirements of this chapter .... "The Board concurs
with the County. RCW 36.70A.010- Legislative findings- indicates general legislative intent but does
not create specific duties enforceable by this Board.
The Board is persuaded that Pierce County used best available science to designate its volcanic hazard
areas. The County also incorporated best scientific analysis in its regulations by differentiating land use
allowances based on current mapping of lahar inundation zones and, in particular, the lahar travel times
from likely sources high on the flanks of Mount Rainier to populated areas in the lowlands. In addition,
new lahar early warning systems were designed and installed in two drainages- Puyallup River and
Carbon River- through close collaboration between Pierce County staff and USGS volcanologists.
The Board finds no direct requirement in the GMA that would allow it to substitute its judgment for that
of the Pierce County elected officials on this matter. The GMA defines geologically hazardous areas as
areas that "are not suited to siting of... development consistent with public health or safety concerns,"
[RCW 36.70A.030(9)], but there is no affirmative mandate associated with this definition except "protect
the functions and values." Petitioners have not persuaded the Board that the requirement to protect
the functions and values of critical areas has any meaning with respect to volcanic hazard areas or that
the GMA contains any independent life-safety mandate.
The Board agrees with Pierce County that land use policy and responsibility with respect to Mount
Rainier Case II lahars- "low probability, high consequence" events- is within the discretion of the
elected officials; they bear the burden of deciding "How many people is it okay to sacrifice?"
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A Risk Based Planning Approach for Lahar and Volcanic Hazards in
Whatcom County
John Gargett, Deputy Director, Division of Emergency Management, Whatcom County Sheriff's Office
Whatcom County faces the potential for a variety of risk, safety and security, and emergency/crisis
events from its coastal waters on the Salish Sea to its eastern border in the North Cascades. The risks
and threats have been well documented in the 2016 Whatcom County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan.
The Mitigation Plan is used to help guide both land use and emergency planning efforts. The 2016
Whatcom County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan addresses how Whatcom County will
respond to a catastrophic event that affects the entire county.
While many of the natural hazard risks have been known and existed for years, the density of population
in these risk areas has grown, the nature of the responsibility of Whatcom County government to
provide a response has grown, and residents and users of these areas are expecting more of
government.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency has been conducting
an update to the risk map (RiskMap) for Whatcom County since
2011. The primary goal of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency RiskMap program is to reduce the loss of life and property
through an integrated community approach of Risk Based
Emergency Planning. The preliminary results of this work were
presented in January 2017 and the information is a valuable tool in
helping Whatcom County develop a resilience strategy to the risks
facing Whatcom County.
One of the rationales for Risk Based Emergency Planning in

Figure 1- FEMA RiskMap Life Cycle

Whatcom County is that we are a diverse geological environment
that has continued, and will continue, to change over time. Landslides, volcanic eruptions, lahars, mud
flows, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, wild fires, wind storms and severe weather are part of living in
Whatcom County. The Whatcom County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan is a living and active document
that addresses many of these hazards from a comprehensive planning perspective, the results of should
be incorporated into land use regulations. Mitigation efforts and land use regulations do have a positive
impact on the effects of many of these hazards but they do not eliminate the hazard and are only a part
of Risk Based Planning.
The Whatcom County Sheriff's Office Division of Emergency Management is responsible for the
Whatcom County Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan and Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan.
The Whatcom County Sheriff's Office Division of Emergency Management recognizes that there also
must be site, hazard, and threat specific planning that builds beyond the base provided by the Natural
Hazard Mitigation Plan and Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan. You cannot eliminate all risk
through land use planning and you cannot have comprehensive planning apply to every risk. We must
live in harmony with our natural environment and build a resilient community that ensures that
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property rights, environmental protection, economic development, land use planning, and emergency
management are balanced, and that the risks are understood, reasonable strategies employed, and
communities protected.
Risk Based Emergency Planning recognizes that some areas in Whatcom County have unique risks that
may require this balanced approach, and that it is not possible to mitigate all effects of a hazardous
event. Risk Based Emergency Planning views the sub segments of a community as an ecosystem
comprised of the natural environment, existing and proposed land use policies, emergency detection,
warning and action plans. (See Figure 1)

Figure 1- Risk Based Planning Methodology

Case 1: Risk Based Emergency Planning Applied to the Tsunami Threat in
Coastal Whatcom County
Tsunamis are a potential threat for our coastal communities here in Whatcom County, although
arguably one of the lower threats. Winter Storms, Erosion, Severe Winds, and Tidal Overflow all occur
regularly, have significant impact, and regularly cause damage to our coastal areas.
Beyond the Washington State Department of Natural Resources and National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Tsunami Hazard Map of the Bellingham Area 6, there has been no published scientific

6

Walsh, T.J., V.V. Titov, A.J. Venturato, H.O. Mofjeld, and F.l. Gonzalez (2004b): Tsunami hazard map of the
Bellingham area, Washington: Modeled tsunami inundation from a Cascadia subduction zone earthquake.
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information on the tsunami threat to Whatcom County. Even in the study one of the limitations is,

"while the modeling can be a useful tool to guide evacuation planning, it is not of sufficient resolution to
be useful for land-use planning"

Tsunamis are unquestionably a potential risk that must be planned for the coastal areas of Whatcom
County. While there may be scientific debate about frequency, size, type, and other details related to
the specific impacts, the Washington State Department of Natural Resources and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration Tsunami Hazard Map does suggest that the coastal areas of Whatcom
County should plan for surge inundations of between three and five meters. There has been some
additional modeling expected to be published in 2017 that suggests the planning for a surge in Whatcom
County could be between five and seven meters. The Risk Based Emergency Planning approach is shown
in Figure 2.

Figure 2- Risk Based Planning for Tsunami's In Whatcom County

What we do know about tsunamis in Whatcom County is that:
•

The risk of a tsunami is real based on the best available science;

•

There is a potentially significant impact on our coastal communities;

•

There is an international warning system for regional or distant tsunamis;

Washington Division of Geology and Earth Resources Open File Report 2004-15, 40 x 36 in. color sheet, scale
1:50,000.
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•

The building code requires mitigation for structures built in tsunami threatened Coastal
Communities;

When the risk of tsunamis is considered against what Whatcom County has done, the results are
generally that Whatcom County is not prepared for a tsunami because it has:
•

No comprehensive coastal warning system;

•

No Coastal Community specific emergency response plans;

•

Never exercised its Whatcom County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan for a
tsunami;

•

Held minimal, if any, training with Whatcom County departments, local fire districts, or regional
partners on a tsunami response in the Coastal Communities of Whatcom County.

If a formal audit were conducted on the state of readiness of Whatcom County following a tsunami
today, the summary would probably say that while Whatcom County was aware of the risk and did
undertake some building standards, but it did not have a comprehensive warning system, had not done
Coastal Community Emergency Planning, and was generally unprepared as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3- Possible Audit Outcome on Whatcom County Tsunami Preparedness

The fact that the Whatcom County Sheriff's Office Division of Emergency Management has begun Risk
Based Emergency Planning specifically for Tsunamis in 2017 would perhaps mitigate these shortcomings and be a positive factor in the final report since the work was underway.
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Case 2: Jones Creek Landslide - A Risk Based Emergency Planning Success
Whatcom County has one of the largest landslide risk profiles in Washington State. The Jones Creek
alluvial fan and associated deep-seated landslide in Acme is an example of effective Risk Based
Emergency Planning. The 27-acre slide area in Jones Creek that is currently moving is not new or unique
in the drainage. The town of Acme is built on the alluvial fan of Jones Creek, created by the outflow of
previous slides over thousands of years. The Acme Elementary School is in the outflow area, as are most
of the buildings (both commercial and residential) in the town of Acme. Jones Creek has had debris
flows for thousands of years and will continue to experience them.
Because of the 2009 debris flow, as well as the work of Kerr Wood Leidal in 2003 on the slide, the
community of Acme, along with Whatcom County, began a comprehensive look at how to live with the
identified hazard. Whatcom County Public Works has engineered mitigation that should redirect
potential flows away from Acme and is currently seeking funding to undertake additional work.
Whatcom County Planning has incorporated the hazards into the process for new building permits. The
Whatcom County Sheriff's Office Division of Emergency Management has developed a response strategy
in concert with Whatcom County Fire District #16, Whatcom County Public Works, Mt. Baker School
District, and the Washington State Department of Natural Resources. The United States Geological
Survey has placed a gauge on Jones Creek as a detection measure with funding from Whatcom County
Public Works. Whatcom County Fire District #16 is responsible for early warning. The Whatcom County
Sheriff's Office Division of Emergency Management leads the ongoing review, update, exercising, and
implementation of the emergency plan.

Figure 4 -Jones Creek Risk Based Planning
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The Whatcom County Sheriff's Office Division of Emergency Management has applied Risk Based
Emergency Planning to Jones Creek; thus, Whatcom County is aware of the hazard and is addressing the
hazard from all possible perspectives.
If a formal audit were conducted on the state of readiness of Whatcom County following a landslide at
Jones Creek today, the summary would probably say that Whatcom County was aware of the hazard,
had undertaken Risk Based Emergency Planning, incorporated the hazards into its land use planning,
had a detection and warning system in place, had planned its response, and was undertaking mitigation
activities. (See Figure 5.)
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Figure 5- Possible Outcome on Whatcom Counties Preparedness for a Jones Creek Landslide

Case 3: Risk Based Emergency Planning Applied to the Volcanic and Lahar
Threat in Whatcom County
Mt. Baker is an active volcano and a threat for communities in Whatcom County, although, as with
tsunamis, arguably one of the lower threats. Based on the Federal Emergency Management Agency
RiskMap report, lahars are a clear risk in Whatcom County, "A lahar is a mudflow or debris flow from the

slope of a volcano that originates from melted snow and ice. An eruption from Mount Baker could cause
a lahar to follow the Nooksack River drainage and through portions of Ferndale. Mount Baker has
erupted in the past and will erupt again. While the probability of an eruption is low, volcanic activity will
cause massive destruction of property and probable loss of life. Volcanic activity that results in a debris
flow could also cause flooding along the Nooksack River. There may be little warning for nearby
populations to evacuate in the event of a lahar. An eruption could also trigger earthquakes and
landslides {Whatcom County 2015}."
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The United States Geological Survey, through the David A. Johnston Cascades Volcano Observatory, has
studied and documented the potential hazards of Mt. Baker. These include Lava Flows, Pyroclastic
Flows, Tephra, and Lahars. While all are potential threats to the general population of Whatcom County,
Lahars present the largest threat to the Nooksack River communities, as shown in Figure 6.

----------------------WHATCO

COUNTY

SKAGIT COUNTY

EXPLANATION
Zone I - Pathways for eruption-related lahars due to large
D lnunHtion
flank collapses or
flows, or floods In the Skagit River
valley caused by displacement of water in reservoirs by lahars.
~yroclastic

Inundation ZIIM II - Pathways of lahars resulting from mora frequent,
small-to-moderate flank collapses from the area of Shennan Crater.
pyroclntic flowageiiiZIIrd zone - Area
D Proxl1111l
affected by pyroclastic flows and lava flows.

that could be

Figure 6 · Lahar Hazard to Whatcom Countl

Lahars are a known documented hazard in Whatcom County and directly threaten communities along
the Middle and North Forks of the Nooksack River, including the towns of Glacier, Maple Falls, and
Deming. Lahars also could cause damage in the towns of Everson, Sumas, Lynden, and Ferndale. In the
2017 Federal Emergency Management Agency RiskMap Report, over 600 buildings in Ferndale are
identified that may be at risk from Mt. Baker Lahars. According to the United States Geological Survey,

7

Potential volcanic hazards from future activity of Mount Baker, Washington, Open-File Report 95-498, By: Cynthia

A. Gardner, K.M. Scott, C.D. Miller, B.M. Myers, Wes Hildreth, and P.T. Pringle
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6800 years ago there was a lahar (not caused by a volcanic eruption but rather a landslide) that is
described where : "deposits in the Middle Fork indicate that the debris flow was at least 100m {325ft)
deep as it moved down valley. Deposits from this event can be traced from the Middle Fork to the main
Nooksack River and as far downstream as Deming. Beyond Deming, these deposits are buried by river
sediments; however, on the basis of the behavior of similarly sized cohesive debris flows at Mount
Rainier and Mount St. Helens, it is likely that this debris flow continued downstream to Puget Sound."

The lahar that occurred about 6800 years ago is not unique in the documented history of events from
Mt. Baker. To ensure that the information on the hazards of Mt. Baker is well understood, the United
States Geological Survey is in the process of updating the models for the potential effects of lahars from
Mt. Baker. Other scientists have expressed their belief that the effects of lahars may be overstated,
however, all agree that the threat does exist at least as far downstream as Deming.
Lahars are unquestionably a potential hazard with associated risks that must be planned for the Middle
and North Fork of the Nooksack River drainages of Whatcom County. While there may be scientific
debate about frequency, size, type, and other details related to the specific impacts, the United States
Geological Survey, Washington State Department of Natural Resources, and both Whatcom County and
Private Geologists do agree that Whatcom County should plan for lahars. In terms of the Risk Based
Emergency Planning approach, this is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7- Risk Based Planning for Lahar's In Whatcom County
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What we do know in Whatcom County about Lahars is that:
•

The hazards and risk of lahars is real based on the best available science;

•

There is a potentially significant impact on our riverine and mountain communities;

When the risk of lahars is considered against what Whatcom County has done, the results are that
Whatcom County is not prepared for a Lahar because it has:
•

Very limited detection;

•

No Warning System

•

No Mountain or Riverine community specific emergency response plans;

•

Never exercised its Whatcom County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan for a lahar
or eruption of Mt. Baker;

•

Held minimal, if any, training with Whatcom County departments, local fire districts, or regional
partners on a lahar response in Whatcom County.

If a formal audit were conducted on the state of readiness of Whatcom County following a lahar today,
the summary would probably say that Whatcom County was aware of the hazards and potential risks,
but due to a lack of detection equipment, warning systems, Risk Based Emergency Planning, clear land
use requirements, and limited mitigation efforts, was woefully unprepared (Figure 8).
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Figure 8- Possible Audit Outcome on Whatcom County Lahar and Volcanic Preparedness

The fact that the Whatcom County Planning and Development Services has undertaken community
based land use planning since at least 2005 and the Whatcom County Sheriff's Office Division of
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Emergency Management has begun planning for a 2018, lahar-based volcanic hazard full-scale exercise
would perhaps mitigate for these short-comings and be a positive factor in the final report since the
work was underway. It is critical for Whatcom County to demonstrate that it is aware of its hazards and
potential risks and is addressing those risks from all possible perspectives.

Conclusion
Whatcom County needs to undertake Risk Based Emergency Planning for it volcanic and lahar hazards
and associated risks as the density of population in these risk areas has grown, the nature of the
responsibility of Whatcom County government to provide a response has grown, and the expectations
of the residents and users of these areas are expecting more of government. Landslides, volcanic
eruptions, lahars, and mud flows are realities of living in Whatcom County. You cannot eliminate all risk
through land use planning alone and you cannot have comprehensive emergency planning that applies
to every risk. We must live in harmony with our natural environment and build a resilient community
that ensures that property rights, environmental protection, economic development, land use planning,
and emergency management are balanced, that the risks are understood, reasonable strategies are
employed, and communities are protected through Risk Based Emergency Planning.
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Existing CAO Language
Article 3. Geologically Hazardous Areas
16.16.310 Designation, mapping and classification.
C.

For purposes of this chapter, geologically hazardous areas shall include all of the following:
4.

Volcanic Hazard Areas. Volcanic hazard areas shall include areas subject to lava flows,
pyroclastic flows, pyroclastic surges, mud flows, lahars, debris flows, debris avalanche, ash
(tephra) clouds or ash (tephra) fall, lateral blast, ballistic debris, or flooding resulting from
volcanic activity.

16.16.350 Standards- Volcanic hazard areas.
Development may be allowed in volcanic hazard areas; provided, that all reasonable measures have
been taken to minimize risks and other adverse effects associated with volcanic hazards, and when the
amount and degree of the alteration are limited to the minimum needed to accomplish the project
purpose. For lahar inundation zones, the following activities shall be allowed as specified:
A.

Developments that meet the reasonable use or variance standards and procedures as set forth in

B.

Sewer collection facilities and other utilities that are located underground and not likely to cause

wee 16.16.270.
harm to people or the environment if inundated by a lahar.
C.

Critical facilities, as defined in subsection 1 of "critical facilities," Article 8 of this chapter, of 50 or
more persons may be permitted within lahar inundation zones subject to the conditional use permit
requirements of Chapter 20.84 WCC; provided, that the following criteria are also met:

1. The applicant demonstrates through submittal of a travel time analysis prepared by a qualified
professional or local, state, or federal agency the amount of time that is anticipated for a lahar
to reach the proposed project and evacuation route, together with a description of existing or
proposed detection and notification systems to be installed and maintained by a public entity.
2.

The applicant has provided an emergency evacuation plan prepared by a qualified professional
or local, state, or federal agency showing that the proposed project is located directly adjacent
to a safety zone that is within walking distance in an amount of time less than the anticipated
time that it takes a lahar to reach the site after the triggering of an alarm and notification.

D. Accessory structures not involving human occupancy shall be allowed.
E.

Single-family developments and duplexes may be permitted in lahar hazard areas subject to WCC
16.16.320(A).

16.16.320 Geologically hazardous areas- General standards.
The following requirements shall apply to all activities in geologically hazardous areas:
A.

Alterations shall be directed toward portions of parcels or parcels under contiguous ownership that
are not subject to, or at risk from, geologic hazards and/or are outside any associated buffer
established by this article.
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16.16.800 Definitions.
"Critical facilities (essential facilities)" means buildings and other structures that are intended to remain
operational in the event of extreme environmental loading from flood, wind, snow or earthquakes
pursuant to the International Building Code (IBC), 2003 Edition. These include, but are not limited to:
1.

Buildings and other structures that represent a substantial hazard to human life in the event of
failure including, but not limited to:
a.

Buildings and other structures where more than 300 people congregate in one area;

b.

Buildings and other structures with elementary school, secondary school or day care
facilities with an occupant load greater than 250;

c.

Buildings and other structures with an occupant load greater than 500 for colleges or adult
education facilities;

d.

Health care facilities with an occupant load of 50 or more resident patients but not having
surgery or emergency treatment facilities;

e.

Jails and detention facilities;

f.

Any other occupancy with an occupant load greater than 5,000;

g.

Power-generating stations, water treatment for potable water, wastewater treatment
facilities and other public utility facilities not included in subsection 2 of this definition;

h.

Buildings and structures not included in subsection 2 of this definition containing sufficient
quantities of toxic or explosive substances to be dangerous to the public if released.

2.

Buildings and other structures designed as essential facilities including, but not limited to:
a.

Hospitals and other health care facilities having surgery or emergency treatment facilities;

b.

Fire, rescue, and police stations and emergency vehicle garages;

c.

Designated earthquake, hurricane or other emergency shelters;

d.

Designated emergency preparedness, communication, and operation centers and other
facilities required for emergency response;

e.

Structures containing highly toxic materials as defined by IBC Section 307 where the
quantity of the material exceeds the maximum allow-able quantities of IBC Table 307.7(2);

f.

Aviation control towers, air traffic control centers and emergency air-craft hangars;

g.

Buildings and other structures having critical national defense functions;

h.

Water treatment facilities required to maintain water pressure for fire suppression;

i.

Power-generating Stations and other public utility facilities required as emergency backup
facilities for structures listed above.
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Chapter 365-190 WAC Minimum Guidelines to Classify Agriculture,
Forest, Mineral Lands, and Critical Areas
WAC 365-190-120 Geologically hazardous areas
(ll)Geologically hazardous areas. Geologically hazardous areas include areas susceptible to erosion,
sliding, earthquake, or other geological events. They pose a threat to the health and safety of
citizens when incompatible commercial, residential, or industrial development is sited in areas of
significant hazard.
(12)Some geological hazards can be reduced or mitigated by engineering, design, or modified
construction or mining practices so that risks to public health and safety are minimized. When
technology cannot reduce risks to acceptable levels, building in geologically hazardous areas must
be avoided. The distinction between avoidance and compensatory mitigation should be considered
by counties and cities that do not currently classify geological hazards, as they develop their
classification scheme.
(13)Areas that are susceptible to one or more of the following types of hazards shall be classified as a
geologically hazardous area:
(a) Erosion hazard;
(b) Landslide hazard;
(c) Seismic hazard; or
(d) Areas subject to other geological events such as coal mine hazards and volcanic hazards
including: Mass wasting, debris flows, rock falls, and differential settlement.
(14)Counties and cities should assess the risks and classify geologically hazardous areas as either:
(a) Known or suspected risk;
(b) No known risk; or
(c) Risk unknown- data are not available to determine the presence or absence of risk.
(15)Erosion hazard areas include areas likely to become unstable, such as bluffs, steep slopes, and areas
with unconsolidated soils. Erosion hazard areas may also include coastal erosion areas: This
information can be found in the Washington state coastal atlas available from the department of
ecology. Counties and cities may consult with the United States Department of Agriculture Natural
Resources Conservation Service for data to help identify erosion hazard areas.
(16)Landslide hazard areas include areas subject to landslides based on a combination of geologic,
topographic, and hydrologic factors. They include any areas susceptible to landslide because of any
combination of bedrock, soil, slope (gradient), slope aspect, structure, hydrology, or other factors,
and include, at a minimum, the following:
(a) Areas of historic failures, such as:
(i) Those areas delineated by the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources
Conservation Service as having a significant limitation for building site development;

(ii) Those coastal areas mapped as class u (unstable), uos (unstable old slides), and urs
(unstable recent slides) in the department of ecology Washington coastal atlas; or
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(iii) Areas designated as quaternary slumps, earthflows, mudflows, lahars, or landslides on maps
published by the United States Geological Survey or Washington department of natural
resources.
(b) Areas with all three of the following characteristics:
(i) Slopes steeper than fifteen percent;
(ii) Hillsides intersecting geologic contacts with a relatively permeable sediment overlying a
relatively impermeable sediment or bedrock; and
(iii) Springs or groundwater seepage.
(c) Areas that have shown movement during the Holocene epoch (from ten thousand years ago to
the present) or which are underlain or covered by mass wastage debris of this epoch;
(d) Slopes that are parallel or subparallel to planes of weakness (such as bedding planes, joint
systems, and fault planes) in subsurface materials;
(e) Slopes having gradients steeper than eighty percent subject to rockfall during seismic shaking;
(f) Areas potentially unstable as a result of rapid stream incision, stream bank erosion, and
undercutting by wave action, including stream channel migration zones;
(g) Areas that show evidence of, or are at risk from snow avalanches;
(h) Areas located in a canyon or on an active alluvial fan, presently or potentially subject to
inundation by debris flows or catastrophic flooding; and
(i) Any area with a slope of forty percent or steeper and with a vertical relief of ten or more feet
except areas composed of bedrock. A slope is delineated by establishing its toe and top and
measured by averaging the inclination over at least ten feet of vertical relief.
(17)Seismic hazard areas must include areas subject to severe risk of damage as a result of earthquake
induced ground shaking, slope failure, settlement or subsidence, soil liquefaction, surface faulting,
or tsunamis. Settlement and soil liquefaction conditions occur in areas underlain by cohesion less
soils of low density, typically in association with a shallow groundwater table. One indicator of
potential for future earthquake damage is a record of earthquake damage in the past. Ground
shaking is the primary cause of earthquake damage in Washington, and ground settlement may
occur with shaking. The strength of ground shaking is primarily affected by:
(a) The magnitude of an earthquake;
(b) The distance from the source of an earthquake;
(c) The type or thickness of geologic materials at the surface; and
(d) The type of subsurface geologic structure.
(18)0ther geological hazard areas:
(b) Volcanic hazard areas must include areas subject to pyroclastic flows, lava flows, debris
avalanche, or inundation by debris flows, lahars, mudflows, or related flooding resulting from
volcanic activity.
(c) Mine hazard areas are those areas underlain by, adjacent to, or affected by mine workings such
as adits, gangways, tunnels, drifts, or air shafts. Factors which should be considered include:
Proximity to development, depth from ground surface to the mine working, and geologic
material.
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1

ARTICLE 3. GEOLOGICALLY HAZARDOUS AREAS

2

16.16.300 Purpose.
The purpose£ of this Article afe-is to.;._rninirnize reduce risks to p1:1e!ic health human life and safety and reduce the
risk of pro!Jertv damage by regl:llating deve lopment en er adiacent te geelogica!ly hazardol:ls areas to structures
and property from geo logic hazards, to allow for natural geologic processes supportive of forming and maintaining fish and wildlife habitat, and to regulate and inform land use and plann ing deci sions. It is recognized that the
elimination of all risk from geologic hazards is not feasible to achieve but th e purpose of this Article is t o re duce
the ri sk to acceptab le levels.
A. Minirniz.e risks to fi'l:lblic health and safety and red1:1ce the risk of property damage by regl:llating elevelopment
on or adjacent te geelogically l=lazardo1:1s areas.
B. Reg1:1 late land 1:1se seas to avoid the need for constr~:~ctien of flooel central elevices or channel moelifications en
alh,wial fans and ail e•# for nat 1:1ral h•rdrologic processes.
C. Protect aquatic habitats, wetlands, and fish anel wildlife ay avoieling or rninirnizing impacts that can res~:~ l t from
lanelslides and erosion
D. M aintain natural geological processes while protecting existing anel new develeprnent.
E. Establish re·1iew procedl:lres for eleveloprnent j3reposals in geelogically l=lazarelo1:1s areas.
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16.16.310Designation,~app~~a_n_d~
cl_a_
ss_~~ic~a~t_
io_n_.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A. Designation. Lands determined to be landslide, seismic, alluvial fan , volcanic, erosion (including channel migration zones), tsunami, seiche and landslide generated waves. or mine hazard areas. are hereby designated
as geologically hazardous areas. Geolegically hazardous areas are areas s1:1sceptible to erosion, landslides,
earthquakes, volcanic acti•1ity, and/or other geologica l J3rocesses and which J30Se a significant risk to 13 eople
and J3FOperty. Incompatible dQevelopment in these geologic hazard areas can put human life , safety, health,
and development at risk, alter geologic processes, adversely affect natural resources, tl:lreaten aublic health
and safetv. and put the development and surrounding developments and uses at risk.

1:\plann lng dlvislon\long range plannlng\cao update\2016 update\code\chapter 16,16- 2016-06-09 , pc adopted (reformatted for readablllty).docx
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B. Mapping. The approximate location and extent of kn own potentia l geologica lly haza rdous area s are shown on
maps maintained by the County. These maps are useful as a guide for project applicants and/or property owners, and County review of development proposals. However, they do not provide a conclusive or definitive indication of geologically hazardous area presence or extent. Potential geologically hazardous areas may exist
that do not appear on the maps, and some potential geologically hazardous areas that appear on the maps
may not meet the geologically haza rdous areas designation criteria. geologica lly l=lazardobls areas are sho w n
on the Co~:~nt't"s critical areas ma~ s. The County shall update the maps periodically_as new hazard areas are
identified and as new information becomes available and may require additional studies during the development review process to supplement and/or co nfi rm the mapping. This chapter does not imply that land outside mapped geologically hazardous areas or uses permitted within such areas will be without risk. This chapter shall not create liability on the part of Whatcom County or any officer or employee thereof for any damages that result from reliance on this chapter or any administrative decision lawfully made hereunder.
C. Classif icat ion. For purposes of this chapter, geologically hazardous areas shall include all of the following:
1. Landslide Hazard Areas. Landslide hazard areas shall include areas potentially susceptible to landslides
based on a combination of geologic. topographic, and hydrologic factors. They include any areas susceptible to mass movement due to any combination of bedrock, soil, slope (gradient), slope aspect, slope form
(concave, convex, planar), geological structure, surface and subsu rface hydrology, or other phys ical factors.:.
Landslide hazard areas shall also ~include areas along which landslide material may be routed or which
may be subject to deposition of landslide delivered material. Potential landslide hazard areas include but
are not limited to the f ollowing areas . Landslide l:lazard areas sha ll13e f1:1rther classifie d as foll ows:
a. Potential Landslide Hazard Areas. Potential landslide hazard areas exhibit one or more of the following
characteristics:
i. Areas designated as quaternary slumps, earth-flows, mudflows, or landslides on maps published by
the U.S. Geological Survey, Washington State Department of Natural Resources, or other reputable
s ources . S i o~es between 1S and ~5 ~erce n t that ha•1e a relatively ~e rm e a ble geologic unit overlying
a relati'lel·,· i m~ermeable ~:~_nit and ha·.·e s~rings or groundw ate r seeps;
ii. Areas with all three (3) of the following characteristics:
J:\plann lng dlvlslon\!ong range plannlng\cao update\2016 update\code\chapter 16.16-2016-06-09. pc adopted (reformatted for readabl~ty),docx
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a. Slopes steeper than fi fteen percent (15%} ;
b. Hillsides intersecting geologic contacts with a relatively permeable sediment overlying a relatively impermeable sediment or bedrock: and ,
a-,.c. Springs or groundwater seepage ;
iii. Areas that have shown movement and/or are underlain or covered by mass wastage debris~
that are at risk of mass wasting due t o seismic forces;
~iY.:._Potentially unstable slopes resulting from ~river or stream_incision, river or stream bank erosion or undercutting by wave eros ionaction. These incl~:~de slopes exceeding 10 feet in height adja
cent to streams, lakes and coastal shorelines and wit A more than a 35 percent gradient;
iii. Areas that have shmvn evidence of historic fai lure or instabil ity, including, but not limited to, back
rotated benches on slopes; areas w ith structures that exhibit str1:1ctural damage SI:JCh as settling
and racking of bi:Jilding foundations; and areas that ha•1e toppling, leaning, or bowed trees ca1:1sed
by ground surface molr'ement;
v. Slopes having gradients steeper than eighty percent (80%} sub ject to rock fall during seismic shak~
W,.YL.._Areas that show past sloughing or calving of ~sediments or rocks resulting in a steep slope that
is poorly vegetated, resulting in a \'ertical or steep bl1:1ff faces lope that is poorly with little or no
vegetated~;

lhY.lL.__Siopes that are parallel or sub-parallel to planes of weakness (which may include but not be limited
to bedding planes, soft clay layers, joint systems, such as bedding planes, joint s~·stems, and fault
planes) in subsurface materials;
vi ii. Areas that show evidence of, or are at risk from snow avalanchesSiopes having gradients steeper
than 80 percent subject to rock fall d1:1ring seismic shaking;
ix. Deep-seated landslide areas cha racterized by one or more of the follow ing f eatures: scalloped
ridge crests at the top of the slope, crescent shaoed depressions, head scarps, side scarps, ponds or
sag areas on mid slopes, benches and scarps on mid slope areas . hummocky ground , linear fra c-

f:\plann lng dlvlslon\long range pla nnlng\cao update\2016 update\code\chapter 16.16- 2016-06-09~ pc adapted (reformatted for readabl~ty).docx
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tures in the ground. These features may be evident in aerial images, topographic maps, LiDAR imagery or on the ground.
x. Areas be low unstab le slopes or tl:lat have been ielentifieel as lanelsliele l:!azarel areas t hat could be
impa cted by la ndslide run out;.,.
vhxi . Areas above or adjacent to unstable slopes that could be im pacted if the landslide area expands;.,.
xii. Slo!'les exceeeling 35 percent Any area with a slope of forty 13ercent (ll0%t or steeper and with avertical relief of ten (10) or more feet except areas composed of competent bedrock or a properly engineered slopes designed and approved by a geotechnical engineer licensed in the state of Washington and experienced with the site;
v-i+.xiii. Areas within which land use activities could affect the slope stability of a lanelsliele l:!azarel area, ineluding but not limited to areas with subsurface hydrologic flow, groundwater recharge areas and
surface water flow; &r;:
.lfi.fhxiv. Areas of historical landslide movement including coastal shoreline areas mapped by the Department of Ecology Coastal Zone Atlas or the Department of Natural Resources slope stability mapping
as unstable ("U" or class 3), unstable old slides ("UOS" or class 4), or unstable recent slides ("URS"
or class 5).
&.-Active Landslide Hazard Areas. Active landslide hazard areas are areas that have been identifieel eluring
a geologica l insflection as A'lceting the following criterion :
c. Areas that exhibit indicators noted in subsection (C)(l)(a) of this section that have been determined
through geological assessment to be presently failing or very likely to fail in the near future.

b.
L_Seismic Hazard Areas. Whatcom County is located in a seismically active area that will be subject to ground
motion during local and reg iona l earthquakes . Seismic hazards and risk are partially addressed in the Internationa l Building Code (IBC) or Internationa l Residential Code (IRC). Additional seismic hazard areas for the
purpose of this chapter include!: SeisFRic hazara areas shall include areas subject to a severe risk of earth
qual'e damage as a result of seism icall·; induced ground shaking, differential settlement, slope failure, set
tleFRent, lateral spreaaing, FRass wasting, surface faulting, or so i l l iq~:~e:faction .
h\plann fns dlvlslan\long range plannlng\cao update\2016 update\code\chapter 16.16- 2016-06-09, pc adopted (reformatted for readablll ty),docx
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a. Areas designated as having a "high" and " moderate to high" risk of liquefaction susceptibilit y as mapped
on the Li quefaction Suscept ibility Ma p by t he Washington State Department of Nat ural Resources.
b. Areas that are identified as underlain by liquefiable soi ls and due to local topography are also subject to
or interpreted as being potentii!IJY impacte_cU>_y_lat~ raL s_QfeQ_dlog;.
4:-c. !Areas located within 500 feet of Quaterna ry fau lt zones w ith s-urface offsets.
L AIIuvial Fan Hazard Areas. Any area located at the base of a confined mountain channel and determined to
be susceptible to clear-water flooding, debris-laden flows and floods, and erosional impacts shall be designated as an alluvial fan hazard area. Watershed hydrology, geology, slope conditions, topography, current
and historic land uses, ro ads and road drainage, valley bottom conditions, and channel conditions upst ream of an all uvial f an area are all fundament al to pote ntial hazards and risks on alluvia l fans . Alluvial fan
hazard areas shall include those areas on alluvial fans potentially impacted by:
a. Sed ime nt laden flows (e.g., 'Nhere debris flows, and debris floods1.
b. Clear water floods~
f.:_ have the potential to sign ificantly damage or harm the health or we lfare of the comm1:1nity. The·( in
cl1:1de the area generally corresponeling to the path of potential flooding, Stream channel changes....ilr!:
el uding channel avulsion, incision, aggradation or latera l erosion and migration) ; and , sesiment and El e
eris Eleposition, or aeeris flo•N patl=ls as eletermineel by analysis of watershed h·t•drology anel slope condi
tiens, topography, valley bottom anel channe l conelitions, 130tential for cl'lannel cl'langes, and s1:1rface
anel s1:1bsurface geolog·,·.
e-:-d. Erosion .
1.,_Volcanic Hazard Areas. Volcanic l'laz.ard areas associated with Mount Baker shall incluae areas setentia lhr
subject t o lava flow s, pyroclastic flo·.... s, p~·roclastic s1:1rges, mud flows, lal'lars, debris flows, de bris a•.'a
lancl'le, ash (te13hra) clo1:1ds or ash (te13hra) fall, latera l blast, ballistic debris, er flooding resulting from vel
canic actiYity. lal'lars, rn1:1d flov,rs, and debris avalanches can also occur witl'lout volcanic activitv. Volcan ic
hazard areas are those areas that have been affected, or have the potential to be affected, by pyroclastic
flows , pyroclastic surges, lava flows , or ba llistic projectiles, ash and tephra fall , volcanic gases, and volcanic
landslides. Also included are areas that have been or have the potential to be affected by Case M , Case I, or
i:\planning division\long range planning\caa update\2016 update\code\chapter 16,16-2016-06-09, pc adopted (reformatted for readability).docx
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Case II lahars. or by debris flows or sediment-laden events originating from the volcano or its associated
deposits. In addition, volca nic haza rds include secondary effects such as sed iment ation and flooding due to
the loss of flood conveyance as a result of river channel and flood plain aggradation . The implications of
secondary effects may be observed at some distance from the initiating event, and may continue to im pact
affected drainages over many decades following the initiating event. Secondary effects may significantly alter existing stream and river channels, associated channel migration zones and floodplains due to stream
and river bed aggradation and channel avulsion . Volcanic hazards include areas that have not been affected
recently, but could be affected by future events. Volcanic hazard areas are classified into the following categories:
a. Pyroclastic Flow Hazards Areas. Areas that could be affected by pyroclastic flows, pyroclastic surges, lava flows, and ballistic pro jecti les in fut ure erupt ions. During any single eruption some drainages may be
unaffected by any of these phenomena, while other drainages are affected by some or all phenomena.
Recurrence interval is not known.
b. Ash/Tephra fall Hazard Areas. The location of ash/tephra fa ll hazards at Mt. Baker is predominantly
controlled by the prevailing, westerly winds observed on the west coast of North America . However,
easterly winds do occur in the region and direct ash/tephra fall impacts to Whatcom County pooulation
centers are certainly a possibility. Health hazards. power outages, negative impacts to machinery and
aircraft, structural damage (e.g. roof collapse) and extensive disruption of daily activities are all potential hazards.
c. l ateral Blast Hazard Areas. Latera l blast hazards result from low~ang l e, exp losive volca nic eruptions
that emanate from the flank of a volcano. The occurrence of a latera l blast is largely unpred ictable, both
with respect to timing and direction, and does not appear to be a common feature of eruptive activity at
Mt. Baker, or at other volcanoes globally. Extensive destruction is likely w ithi n the lateral blast zone,
and mitigation is generally considered unachievable.
d. Volcanic landslide Hazard Areas. Landslides are common on volcanoes due to thei r relative he ig ht,
steepness, and weakness in both the underlying bedrock and the volcanic deposits due to magma
movement and chemical weathering. Landslides size is highly variable depending on site conditions and
lr\plann rng dlvlslon\lone range planntng\cao update\2016 update\ code\chapter 16.16- 2016-06-09, pc adopted (reformatted for readabUl ty).docx
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type, but may achieve high velocity and momentum which can carry a landslide across valleys and ridgelines. Given the range of possible landslide types and sizes, specific hazards, risk zones and recurrence
interval have not been delineated at Mount Baker. Volcanic landslide hazards are associated with lahar
hazards as they pose the potential to generate small to large-scale cohesive lahars.
e. Lahar Hazard Areas.
i.
Case M Lahar Hazard Areas. Areas that could be affected by cohesive lahars that originate as enormous avalanches of weak. chemically-altered rock from the volcano. Case M lahars can occur with or
w ithout eruptive activity. A single, post-glacial, Case M Lahar deposit is known to have traveled down
the Middle Fork Nooksack River, and is postulated to have continued down the main stem of the
Nooksack River, eventually reaching Bellingham Bay and to have also fl owed north to Canada along
the pre-historic path of the Nooksack River. Case M Lahars are thus interpreted to pose a threat to
the Sumas River drainage due to the potential for bed aggradation and ch annel avulsion to overtop
the low-lying drainage divide that exists between the Nooksa ck and Sumas River drainages. Case M
Lahars are considered high consequence, low-probability events.
Case I Lahar Hazard Areas. Areas that could be affected by relatively large non-cohesive lahars,
ii.
which most commonly are caused by the melting of snow and glacier ice by magmatic activity and
associated processes, but which can also have a non-eruptive origin. The average recurrence interval
for Case I Lahars, based on deposits identified along the flanks of Mount Baker. is postulated to be
500 years, or greater. However, renewed magmatic activity at Mount Baker would be indicative of
greatly increased potential for Case I Lahar generation; this may reduce the recurrence interva l to
approximate that of Case II Lahars.
Case II lahar Hazard Areas. Areas that could be affected by moderately large debris avalanches or
iii.
small cohesive lahars, or other types of debris flow, generated on the east flank of Mount Bake r at
Sherman Crater or the upper Avalanche Gorge. Case II Lahars impact the Baker Laker basin and
drainage, and are considered correlative to Case I Lahars that may impact the primary drainages on
the west and north of Mount Baker, but with increased frequency and comparable volume. The postulated recurrence interval for Case II Lahars at Mount Baker is less tha n 100 years .
i:\planning division\long range planning\cao update\2016 update\code\chapter 16.16- 2016-06-()9, pc adopted (reformatted for readability).docx
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b4.
Erosion Hazard Areas. Erosion hazard areas shall include:
a. Channel migration zones . also known as riverine erosion areas, are defined as the areas along a river or
stream within which the channel (s) can be re asonably predicted to migrate over time . Th is is a resu lt of
natural and normally occurring geomorphic, hydro logica l, and rel ated processes when considered wit h
t he charact eristics of the ri ve r or stream and its surroundings, and in consid eration of river and stream
management pla ns. Channe l migration hazard areas sha ll include: pot ential channel migration, channe l
avulsion, bank erosion, and stability of slopes along the river or stream; S~rface erosion areas, which are
slopes greater than lS percent 'A'ith sells identifies sy tf:le Natural Resources Conservation Serviee as
having a "se~ere" or "very severe" rill and inter rill erosion hazard seca~se of natura l charae:teristics, in
eluding vegetat ive eover, soil texture, slope, gradient, and rainfall patterns, or human induced changes
to natura l characteristics; and;
b. Coastal and riverine erosion areas that, which are subject to impacts from lateral erosion related to
moving 'Nater s~ch as river channel migration and shoreline retreat f rom wind. w ave, and tid al erosion .
This includes the channel migration 2ene (CMZ) and the anticipated slope/ sank failures and land·...·ara
retreat resulting frofl'l erosion and erosion along otl=!er featu res that concentrate surface water f lows;
provided, that channel migration zones aptal't only to those 'Natercourses where detailed CMZ st~dies
have seen completed . Areas that are identified as potentia l channel migration hazards eased on sound
seientifie evic:lenee, sut which are J3ending further study, Fl'lay ee designated by tl:te Co1:1nty Co1:1neil as in
terim cl:tanne l migration zones until sueh st1:1c:lies are eomplete . Adel itienal CMls ma •t se reg1:1lated as
erosion hazard areas as new inforfl'lation becomes availasle, aecepted and adopted sy Whatcem Coun
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sunami ana SeisJ:.e Hazard Area4 Tsunami anel seiche hazard areas ~include coastal areas and lake
shore line areas susceptible to flooding, inundation, debris impact, and/or mass wasting as the result of_2.
t sunamicoastal o.r inland wa •,•e aetion .generated by seismic events.
J-,-6.
Seiche and landslide Generated Wave Hazard Areas. Seiche and landslide generat ed wave hazard
areas include lake and marine shoreline areas susceptibl e to flooding, inundat ion, debris Impact, and/or
U

•:\p lann ing dMston\long range plann lng\cao update\2016 update\code\chapter 16.16-2016-06-09. pc adopted !reformatted for readab llity),docx
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mass wast ing as the result of a seiche or landslide generated waves. No known Best Availab le Science is
currently available to characterize potentia l seiche hazards in Whatcom County.l
4,.7.
Mine Hazard Areas. Mine hazard areas shall include those lands in proximity to abandoned €-ealmines and associated underground mine workings where mine workings are less than 200 feet below
ground level. Mine workings include adits (mine entrances), gangways (haulage tunnels), rooms and chutes
(large voids), drifts (water level t1:1nnels), pillars (~rock left for support) and air shafts. Mine hazards inelude subsidence, which is the uneven downward movement of the ground surface caused by underground
workings caving in; sink holes; contamination of ground and surface water from tailings and underground
workings; concentrations of lethal or noxious gases; and underground mine fires.
16.16.320 ~eologically hazardous areas- General standards.•

10
11

I +In addition to the applicable general protective measures f~-u-nd-in_W_W_C_1_6___1_6_.2_6_5_.-t -he- fo- 1-lo-w- in_g_r_e_q_u-ir_e_m_e_n_t_s_

12

shall apply to all activities in geologically hazardous areas:
A. Generally. Allowed New developments shall be located and/or engineered andfef. constructed to reduce risk~
to life, health, ami-safety, and buildings , and not increase potential for landslides or erosion that could impact
either other properties, public resources, or other critical areas. The County may impose conditions on developm ent activity in a geologically hazardous area as needed to : and oee1:1 J3ants froR'I tAe Aazard, ana to avoia or
eom J3ensat e for imj3'aets to otAer critical areas StiER as .,.,. etlands ana habitat consePf'ation areas .
1. Protect human life and safety; and
2. Minimize the potential for property damage related to seismic events, erosion and/or landsl ides;
3. Minimize the need for stream or river bank or coastal bluff stabilization in the future ;
4. Reduce public liabilities for damages associated with geologic hazards.
5. Protect slope stability and minimize erosion, seismic, and/or landslide hazard risks:
6. Maintain natural sediment and erosion processes that are integral to the health and sustainabilitv of
freshwater and marine ecosystems as well as minimizing impacts to stream , river, and coastal processes
such as channel infi ll, channel migration , sediment transpo rt . or flood ing;
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B. Impact Avoidance. Impact avoidance measures shall include, but not be limited to, locating the
use/development outside of the hazard area, reducing the number, size or scale of buildings, driveways and
other features; altering the configuration or layout of the proposed development; implementing special engineering methods for constructi on, drainage, runoff management etc .; foregoing constru ction of accessory
stru ctures; preserving nat ive vegetation; and ot her feasible protective measures as determ ined by an alternatives analysis. For some geologic hazards, impact avoidance may mean no development will be permitted on a
property.
C. location of Alterations. New development shall be directed toward portions of a parcel or parcels under contiguous ownership that are not subject to, or at risk from, geological hazards and/or are outside any setback or
buffer estab lished by t his Chapt er.
D. Critical Facilities Prohibited . Critical facilities as defined in wee 16.16.800 shall not be constructed or located
in geologically hazardous areas if there is a feasible alternative location outside geologically hazardous areas
that would serve the intended service population. If allowed, the critical facility shall be designed and operated to minimize the risk and danger to public health and safety to the maximum extent practicable.
E. Review by Qualified Professional. A qualified professional geologist or other qual ified professiona lgeotech
nical engineel) licensed in the State of Washington, shall review projects development proposals that occur in
potentially geologically hazardous areas to ensure that they are properly designee! anel constr1:1cted as pre'tid
eel for in wee Hi.l€i.225 det ermine t he pot ent ial risk. If deve lopment t akes place within an identified geo log ica lly haza rdous area requ iring design or structu ral elements to mitigate the hazard, the 9es+gftm itigation sha ll
be approved designed by a qua lified professiona l geotechnical engineer licensed in the State of Washington
with expertise in mitigation of geological hazards.
F. Life of Structure. Proposed development shall be sited far enough from erosion and landslide hazard areas to
ensure at least one hundred (100} years of useful life for the proposed structure(s) or infrastructure. The location should be determined bv a geo logist or other qualified professionalg1:1alified geologist or engineering ge
$g+#, licensed in the State of Washington and be should be based on site specific evaluation ofthe landslide
and/or eros ion haza rd.
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G. Remodels and Additions. Any proposed remode l or add it ion to an exist ing permitted or non -confor ming
structure that exceeds a valuation of greater than 50% aereent of the fair ma rket value shall be required to
ensure that the entire structure is improved in accordance with all Article 3 requirements.
A. Alterations shallse directee towara portions of ~areels or parce ls 1:1nder eontigl:IOI:IS O'Nnersl=lip that are not
s1:1bjeet to, or at risk from, geologie l=lazarels ane/or are o1:1tsiee an'( assoeiateel 81:1ffer estas lished ey this arti
~

!hH . Agricultural Activities. Agricultural activities (uses and structures) may be allowed within geologically hazardous areas without a conservation farm plan as long as the activity does not increase the potential for landsl ides, channel migration, or all uvial fan hazards on or off the site; except, that a conservation farm plan shall
be required for agricultural activities within landslide hazard areas and associated 81:1Hers landslide hazard area setbacks (Wee 16.16.325(C)) .
b-,1.
land Subdivision. land that is located wholly within a landslide hazard area, riverine or coastal erosion
hazard area, alluvial fan hazard area, lahar hazard area, or mine hazard area or its buffer may not be subdivided to create buildable parcels entirely within the hazardous area. land that is located partially within a hazard
area or its ~setback may be divided provided that each resulting lot has sufficient buildable area outside
of the hazardous area with provision for drainage, erosion control and related features that will not adversely
affect the hazard area or its ~setback .
D. S~:~rfaee erosion l=lazares w ill be reg1:1 lated ~:~neer 1A'CC 20.80 .730, Lane! elearing .
16.16.325 landslide Hazard Areas- Standards baAdslide l:lai!ard areas.
A. General Standards. The following activities may be allowed in active landslide hazards areas when all reasonable measures have been taken to minimize risks and other adverse effects associated with landslide hazards,
and when the amount and degree of the alteration are limited to the minimum needed to accomplish the project purpose:
1. Developments that will have no threat to the health or safety of people and will not increase potential for
landslides on or off the site and meet the reasonable use standards as set forth in wee 16.16.270.
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Utility lines and pipes that are above-ground, properly anchored and/or designed so that they will continue
to function in the event of a slope failure or movement of the underlying materials and will not increase
the risk or consequences of static or seismic slope instability or result in a risk of mass wasting. Such utility
lines may be permitted only when the applicant demonstrates that no other feasible alternative is available
to serve the affected population.
3. Access roads and trails that are engineered and built to standards that avoid the need for major repair or
reconstruction beyond that which would be required in non-hazard areas. Access roads and trails may be
permitted only if the applicant demonstrates that no other feasible alternative exists, including through the
provisions of Chapter 8.24 RCW. If such access through critical areas is granted, exceptions or deviations
from technical standards for width or other dimensions and specific construction standards to minimize
impacts, including drainage and dra inage maintenance plans, may be reguireds13eeified .
4. Storm water conveyance through a properly designed storm water pipe when no other storm water conveyance alternative is available. The pipe shall be located above-ground and be properly anchored and/or designed so that it will continue to function in the event of a slope failure or movement of the underlying materials and will not increase the risk or consequences of static or seismic slope instability or result in increased risk of mass wasting activity.
B. 16.le.:BO Standards landslide hazard Management Zone Standards._Aiteration may be allowed within 300
feet of an active landslide hazard area when the technical administrator determines that the following standards are met:
1. The proposed alteration includes all appropriate measures to avoid, eliminate, reduce, or otherwise mitigate risks to health and safety.
2. The proposed alteration is located outside of a~ ~landslide hazard area and any required setback!wffef, as set forth in wee 16.16.335.
3. The development will not decrease slope stability on adjacent properties. The development shall not increase the risk or frequency of landslide occurrences.
4. The removal and disturbance of vegetation, clearing, or grading shall be limited to the area of the approved
development.
2.

2

16

6/9/16

I
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ard standards into one section.
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5. The development is outside of the area of potential upslope or downslope surface movement or potential
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deposition in the event of a slope failure.
The development will not increase or concentrate surface water discharge or sedimentation to adjacent
properties beyond predevelopment conditions.
7. The proposed alterations will not adversely impact other critical areas.
8. Structures and improvements shall minimize alterations to the slope contour, and shall be designed to minimize impervious lot coverage unless such alterations or impervious surfaces are needed to maintain slope
stability.
le.le.:BS ~tanelarels Landslide Hazard Area Setbacksbyf.fers~ In addition to the applicable general protective
measures found in wwe 16.16.265, +!he technical administrator shall have the aYtherity te require setbacks
13t:~ffers from the edges of any identified ~landslide hazard area in accordance with the following:
1. The size of the setback 13t:~ffer shall be based on the findings of a qualified professional and shall pretect
critical areas ana minimize the risk of property damage, death, or injury resulting from landslides both on
and off the propertycat:Jsed in ....·hele er part 13y the developffient.
2. The setback ~shall include consideration of the ~hydrologic contribution area to the potential
landslide area and/or the area subject to the potential for mass movement, and the downhill area subject
to potential deposition.
3. The setback ~shall include consideration of vegetation on the potential landslide area and in areas
above and below the potential landslide areaweedy vegetatien adequate te stabilize the seiland prevent
soil ffiOVeffient. If the ElesignateEII3uffer area lacks aeieqt:Jate weedy \'egetation, tThe technical administrator shall have the authority to require vegetation or other measures to protect or improve slope stability
and shall have the authority to require a mitigation plan developed in accordance with 16.16.260, and a
conservation easement in accordance with wee 16.16.265((} to ensure appropriate vegetation improvements are installed, maintained, and preserved .
4. Developments on sites that are directly adjacent to a wetland, marine shoreline, or other habitat conservation area as defined in Article 7 of this chapter may be subject to additional buffer requirements and
standards as set forth in the subsequent articles of this chapter.

6.

4

9

6/9/16
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Collllllent [TAC73]: Was suggested that "buffer" isn't the appropriate term for this safety area, as

buffers for other critical areas are intended to protect its critical area. For geohazards~ we're trying to
protect life and property; thus, it's more of a safety
setback.
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Seismic Hazard Areas - Standards.

Development may be allowed in seismic hazard areas when all of the following apply:
A. Structures in seismic hazard areas shall conform to applicable analysis and design criteria of the International
Building Code.
B. Public roads, bridges, utilities, and trails shall be allowed when there are no feasible alternative locations and
geotechnical analysis and design are provided that ensure the roadway, bridge, and utility structures and facilities will not be susceptible to damage from seismically induced ground deformation. Mitigation measures
shall be designed in accordance with the most recent version of the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Manual or other appropriate document.
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16.16.345 StaR~ards

11

The following activities may be allowed in alluvial fan hazard areas when all reasonable measures have been taken to minimize risks and other adverse effects associated with alluvial fan hazards, aM-when the amount and degree of alteration are limited to the minimum needed to accomplish the project purpose, and when the applicable g·eneral protective measures found in WWC 16.16.265 have been applied :
A. Developments that will have no threat to the health or safety of people and will not increase the risks of alluvial fan hazards on or off t he site and meet the reasonable use standards as set forth in WCC 16.16.270.
B. Roads, utilities, bridges, and other infrastructure when located and designed to prevent adverse impacts on
critical areas and avoid the need for channel dredging or diking or other maintenance activities that have the
potential to substantially degrade river and stream functions.
C. Permanent residential structures and commercial developments shall be allowed in alluvial fan hazard areas
only if the fan has undergone a County-approved study to assess potential ~azards, determine risks, and identify mitigation measures and is deemed suitable for development. The technical administrator shall make this
determination based on a detailed assessment by a qualified professional that identifies the risks associated
with a 500-year return period debris flow or the maximum credible event that could impact the alluvial fan.
D. Accessory structures not involving human occupancy shall be allowed as long as the structure will not increase
the alluvial fan hazards on or off the site .
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Alluvial Fan Hazard Areas - Standards.
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16.16.350 StaR&Iar&ls

2

De·telopFRent FRay be allowea in volcanic hazara areas; provielea, that all reasonable Fneasures l:tave been tak
en to FniniFnize risks ana otf:1er adverse effects associateel 'Nith volcanic hazarels, and when the aFnount and
elegree ofthe alteration are liFRiteel to the FRiniFRuFR needeel to accoFnplish the J3Foject 13urpose, and when the
a@@licable general woteetive FneasYres found in 'A'WC 19.Hi.2e3 and tl=!e standares of 16.1e.320 ha•.. e been
ap!31ieel.
A. For lahar inunelation zones, the following activities shall ~be allowee as specifieelunder the conaitions spec
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Volcanic hazard areas - Standards.
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the risks of volcanic hazarels at aeljacent anel elownstreaF!'l !3roeerties, provideel that there are no Fflore than
e employees on site on or off the site and meet the reasonable use or variance stanaaras anel procedures
as set forth in V'.'CC 16.16.270 ~ise·Ner collection facilities anel oti:ler utilities ti:lat are locates undergroune
and not like I·( to cause harFR to 13eople or the em·ironment if inunelateel by a lahar.
2. Critical facilities, as elefined in subsection 1 of "critical facilities," l\rtiele 8 of this chapter, of 50 or more
fewer persons may be permittee! within lal:lar immdation zones subject to the conditional use perFflit re
q~::~irements of Chapter~ WCC; provided, that the following criteria are also met:
i. The applicant eleFflonstrates ti:lrough submittal of a tra·te l time ana lysis FJFepared by a q~::~alifieel J3rofes
sional or local, state, or feelera l agency ti:le amount of tiFfle that is anticipates for a lahar to reaci=l tl:le
13roposed 13ro:iect and evacuation ro~:~te, togetl=ler with a elescription of existing or proposed detection and
notification systems to be installed and Fflaintaineel by a p~:~blie entity.
ii. The applicant has provided an emergenc'f evac~:~ation 13lan 13repared b1' a q~::~alified professional or local,
state, or federal agency showing that the proposed 13roject is located !!§£.directly adjacent to a safety
zone tl:lat is within \•,•a Iking distance in an aFAo~mt of tiFfle less tl=lan the anticipateel time that it takes a Ia
har to reach the site after the triggering of an alarFA anel notification.
3. ~ccessory str~::~ctures not involving human ocCI:If3anc•( shall be alloweet.
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Comment [CES74]: Language was unclear.
Section A seems to allow most development, but
this section limited it to that which meets he RU or

V criteria, and the RU is used only for SFR (which
is/was already addressed by 5). Seems to staff that
the intent isn't to prohibit additional development
in Glacier, etc., but rather to limit risk by limitin&
occupancy.
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Comment [CES75]: Redundant with the
<

-

A. Ash/Tephra Fall and Lateral Blast Hazard Areas. Development may be allowed in these areas; provided, that
all reasonable measures have been taken to minimize risks and adverse effects, and when the amount and degree of the alteration is limited to the minimum needed to accomplish the project purpose, and when the applicable general protective measures found in WWC 16.16.265 and the standards of 16.16.320 have been appl ied .
B. Lahar Hazard Zones. Generally speaking, the severity of lahar hazards decrease with distance from the volcanic source, alt ho ugh consequences may increase du e to greater development density farther from the mountain . Distance also allows additional time to implement evacuation procedures and other emergency preparedness measures. Some municipalities have tailored their volcanic hazard codes based on the ability to evacuate people from within a lahar hazard area, on distance from the source event (i.e., those areas cl osest to t he
event will have less time to evacuate than those areas farther away from the source of an event), and on the
amount of time necessary to conduct evacuation following public notification (such as via an acoustical flow
mo nitoring alarm system) that a lahar has occurred . In Whatcom County a lahar warning system does not exist, nor do deta iled, peer-reviewed lahar inundation and velocity models or t ravel t ime analyses. For t hese reasons the following Lahar Hazard Zones, which also apoly to pyroclastic flow hazards, have been devised for the
purpose of enacting prudent development regulations. These Lahar Hazard Zones, also graphically shown on
the County's Geologic Hazards Map, are generally based on the assumption that detrimental impacts will decrease w ith distance from the source event, as well as in consideration of reg ional topography, published lahar
recurrence interva ls, and, to a lesser extent, conservative lahar travel-time estimates:
1. Lahar Hazard Zone A- Includes all areas immediately surrounding the base of Mount Baker that may be
impacted by Case M and Case I Lahars as well as those areas potentially impact ed by pyroclastic and lava
flows. Also includes all areas impacted by Case II Lahars on the east side of the Mount Baker including the
area immediately surrounding Baker Laker and Lake Shannon that may be impacted by debris flowgenerated tsunamis or by the subsequent seiche . Lateral Blast hazards. while destructive, are considered to
be rare events and are therefore regulated pursuant to WCC 16.16.350(A) .
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2. Lahar Hazard Zone 8- Includes all areas impacted by Case M and Case I Lahars that are located within 1
hour travel time distance from the source event. Effectively this includes all areas upstream of the State
Route 542 Bridge over the Nooksack Rive r at Nugent's Corner, extending uo th e Mid dle Fork Nooksack River to the Mosquito Lake Road Bridge and up the North Fork Nooksack River to, and including, the community of Glacier. Areas upstream of these locations are considered in Volcanic Hazard Zone A.
3. Lahar Hazard Zone C- Includes all areas that may be impacted by Case M and Case I Lahars downstream of
the State Route 542 Bridge over t he Nooksack River at Nugent's Corn er and extending dow nstream to
Everson, as well as within the Sumas River Drainage for a correlative distance approximated by a 1.5 hour
travel time distance from the source event.
4. Lahar Hazard Zone 0- Includes all areas that may be impacted by Case M and Case I Lahars downstream of
Everson and extending t o Bellingham Bay, as we ll as the area beyond the 1.5 hour t ravel time distance in
the Sumas Drainage and extending to the Canadian Border. Recognizing that hazards associated with a lahar, such as large volumes of debris and sediment, may differ substantially from that which is present during a clear-wate r flood, for the purposes of regu lating deve lopment, the extent and severit y of hazards in
Zone Da re conside red commensu rate with that of a 500-year flood, and development in these areas sha ll
meet the requirements of Article 4, Frequently Flooded Areas.
C. Lahar Hazard Zone Regulations. The use regu lations shown in Table 1 shall apply within the indicated Lahar
Hazard Zones.
D. Technica l Assessment and Review . In zones A & B, any pro ject proposi ng a maximum occupant load greater
than 25 shall be required to have a volcanic hazards assessment prepared by a qualified professional that ineludes recommendations for siting of improvements intending to avoid volcanic hazards and a volcanic hazard
management and evacuation plan . In addition , the technical administrator shall have the authority to requ ire
such assessment for any project deemed subject to an elevated ri sk from volcanic hazards.
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Table 1. Volcanic Hazard Zone Standards

acilitv/Occuoancv Ust,
A

Use Allowances and Maximum Occuoancies2·
lahar Hazard Zone
B
c
D
Prohibited
Allowed. subject to underlyjng zon- Allowed . subject
ing, but shall meet the reguireto underl~ing
ments of 16.16.260 and 265.
zoning

Essential Facilities

Prohibited

Hazardous Facilities

Prohibited

Prohibited

Sgecial Occugancies

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to underl~- Allowed, subject to underlyjng zon- Allowed . subiect
ing zoning, with a maximum ing, but shall meet the reguireto underl~ing
ments of 16.16.260 and 265.
occuganc~ of 100.
zoning

Covered Assemblies

Prohibited

Allowed, subject to underl:t· Allowed, subject to underlyjng zon- Allowed. subject
ing zoning, with a maximum ing, but shall meet the reguireto underl:ting
ments of 16.16.260 and 265.
occuganc~ of 100.
zoning

All other uses allowed
Title 20, Zoning

I

6/9/16

1

2

b~

• Within the Glacier LAMIRD- All All other uses allowed b:t
Title 20, with a maximum
other uses allowed b:t Title 20,
occuganc:t of 100.
with a maximum occuganc~ of
25.
•Outside the Glacier LAMIRDLimited to single·famll~ residences and their accesso!Y structures

Allowed, subject to underl~ing zon- Allowed . subiect
ing, but shall meet the reguireto underl:ting
ments of 16.16.260 and 265.
zoning

Allowed, subject to underl~ing zon- Allowed, subject
ing, but shall meet the reguireto underl~ing
ments of 16.16.260 and 265.
zoning

See Article 9 for definitions of these facilities.
Maximum occupancies listed here rna~ be increased ger wee 16.16.350(0).
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16.16.355 Staneares Erosion hazard areas - Standards.
A. General Standards. p e•1e le13FRent sl'lall ee allewee in eresien l:tazarEJ areas; I'JFevieee, tl'lat all reas91'laele
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I

FReas~:~res t=tave l:leen taken te FRiniFRize risk5 ans etl:ler aeverse effees asseeiatee witl=l erosien t=tazares, ana
WRen the 3Ffl9't:!At ana eegree ef tAe alteratien are li ~itee te tRee FAiRiFRWR=I neeeee te 36E9ffil:ltisl'l tl'le ~rojeet
t=JI:lFJSleSe .] For coastaiL <H*i-riverine , and stream erosion hazard areas, the following activities shall be allowed
when t he app licable general protective measures foun d in wee 16.16.265 have been applied and as follows specified :
A-1.
Developments that will have no threat to the health or safetv of people and will not increase the
risks of alluvial fan hazards on or off the site and meet the reasonable use or variance standards as set
forth in wee 16.16.270.
.g.,.2.
Discharge of surface water drainage into a coastal or riverine erosion hazard area, provided there are
no other alternatives for discharge, and the drainage is collected upland of the top of the active erosion
hazard area and directed downhill in an appropriately designed stormwater pipe that includes an energy
dissipating device at the base of the hazard area. The pipe shall be located on the surface of the ground
and be properly anchored so that it will continue to function under erosion conditions and not create or
contribute to adverse effects on downslope critical areas. The number of pipes should be minimized along
the slope frontage.
G:-3 .
Stormwater retention and detention systems, such as dry wells and infiltration systems 1:1tilizing usJ.D.g_buried pipe or French drains, provided they are located outside the identified channel migration zone,
designed by a qualified professional and shall not affect the stability of the site.
.Q.A .
Utility lines when no feasible conveyance alternative is available. The line shall be located above
ground and properly anchored and/or designed so that it will not preclude or interfere with channel migration and will continue to function under erosion conditions; provided, that utility lines may be located within channel migration zones if they are buried below the scour depth for the entire width of the CMZ.
-E-:-5.
Public roads, bridges, and trails when no feasible alternative alignment is available. Facilities shall be
designed such that the roadway prism and/or bridge structure will not be susceptible to damage from active erosion.
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~6.

Access to private development sites may be allowed to provide access to portions of the site that are
not critical areas, if there are no feasible alternative alignments. Alternative access shall be pursued to the
maximum extent feasible, including through the provisions of Chapter 8.24 RCW. Exceptions or deviations
from technical standards for width or other dimensions, and specific construction standards to minimize
impacts may be specified.
G-c7.
Stream bank stabilization and shoreline protection may be permitted subject to all of the following
standards:
hh_Shoreline protection measures located within coastal or riverine erosion areas shall use soft armoring
techniques (bioengineering erosion control measures as identified by the State Department of Ecology
and the Department of Fish and Wildlife guidance) unless the applicant provides a geotechnical analysis
demonstrating that bioengineering approaches will not adequately protect the property.
-6]1_The armoring shall not increase erosion on adjacent properties and shall not eliminate or reduce sediment supply from feeder bluffs.
~il.l.,__The armoring will not adversely affect critical areas including habitat conservation areas or mitigation
will be provided to compensate for adverse effects where avoidance is not feasible.
4.-!Y.,__The proposal shall comply with wee Title 23 .
-3-,.y_,_Hard bank armoring is discouraged and may occur only when the property contains an existing permanent structure(s) that is in danger from shoreline erosion caused by wave action or riverine processes
and not erosion caused by upland conditions, such as the alteration of natural vegetation or drainage,
and the armoring shall not increase erosion on adjacent properties and shall not eliminate or reduce
sediment supply.
& YL.__The erosion is not being caused by upland conditions, such as the removal of vegetation or human alteration of existing drainage.
-7-:-YiL.._Nonstructural measures, such as placing or relocating the development further from the shoreline,
planting vegetation, or installing on-site drainage improvements, are not feasible or not sufficient.
W-:8 .
New residences shall be located outside ideAtifiea of channel migration hazard areas or marine
shoreli ne retreat areas. Accessory structures not involving human occupancy with a footprint equal to or
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less than 2,500 square feet shall be allowed; provided, that they are located at the outer edge of the migration zone as defined by this chapter; and provided, that the technical administrator may allow larger accessory structures where mitigating measures are feasible and provided for by the applicant.
h9. New public flood protection measures and expansion of existing ones may be permitted, subject to wee Titie .!L Article 4 of this chapter, and a state hydraulic project approval; provided, that bioengineering or soft
armoring techniques shall be used where feasible. Hard bank armoring may occur only in situations where
soft approaches do not provide adequate protection.
hL_le.la.3eO Standards Erosion Hazard Area Setbacks~wffers . In addition to the applicable general protective measures found in wwe 16.16.265, +!he technical administrator shall have the authority to require setbacks buffers from the edges of any coastal, stream , or riverine hazard erosion area in accordance with the following:
A.l .
The size of the setback ~shall be based on the findings of a qualified professional and shall proteet critical areas and processes and minimize the risk of property damage, death or injury resulting from
erosion caused in whole or in f3 3 rt by tl=le de·1elopFAent or tl=lat tl=le dellelopFAent FAay be subject to over the
life of the development, typ ically identified as 100 years.
.th2.
The ~setback shall include the uphill area subject to potential erosion, the downhill area subject
to potential deposition, and any area subject to landslide as a result of erosion.
t,-3.
The setback ~shall include woody vegetation adequate to stabilize the soil and prevent soil
movement. If the designated setback ~area lacks adequate woody vegetation, the technical administrator shall have the authority to require vegetation enhancement or other measures to improve slope stability.
M.
Developments on sites that are directly adjacent to a wetland or marine shoreline or other habitat
conservation area as defined in Article 7 of this chapter may be subject to additional setback ~requirements and standards as set forth in the subsequent articles of this chapter.
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16.16.365 StaRaaFas Tsunami aRa seiEI:Ie Hazard Areas -Standards.
The standards of wee 16.16.320 and 16.16.350 shall apply. For development within tsunami hazard areas the
pro posed develo pment shall be designed to provide protection for the ts unam i hazard that meets t he projected
hazard on the Department of Natural Resources Tsunami Inundation Maps. For other low lying coasta l areas not
included on the Inundation maps, development shall be designed to provide protection for debris impact and an
inundation as determined bv curren t Department of Natural Resource b ode~ , :Hllof 10 ket.above rneaR hir::h tide
unless other measures can be shown to provide equa l or greater protection .

[

~·

'

~ Allows lleJdbilll¥ for tuR'e~

16.16.367 Seiche and Landslide Generated Wave hazard areas- Standards.
Standards for seiche and landslide generated wave hazards will only apply ifthe hazard area is mapped by the
Un ited States Geologic Survey or the Department of Natura l Resources, Division of Geology and Earth Resources
or other credible source approved by Whatcom County. If a mapped hazard is present. the standards of WCC
16.16.320 and 16.16.350 shall apply. For residential development within a mapped seiche and landslide generated wave hazard areas, t he proposed development should be designed to withsta nd the mapped haza rd . If the risk
of the event is less th an 0.1% on a yearly basis, development standards may not be req uired , but notice on property t itle will be req uired.
1 16.16.370 StaRaaFas Mine Hazard Areas - Standards.
The standards of wee 16.16.320 and 16.16.3 5 0~ 1 a,__,
pp,_l_,_
y._ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
16.16.375 Review and reporting requirements.' - - -- A. When County critical area maps or other sources of credible information indicate that a site proposed for development or alteration is, or may be, located within an active or potential geologically hazardous area, the
technical administrator shall have the authority to require the submittal of a geological assessment report.
B. A geologic hazards assessment report for a geologically hazardous area shall include a field investigation and
contain an assessment of whether or not the type of potential geologic hazard identified is present or not present and if development of the site will increase the potential fo r landslides or erosion on or off the site. Geology hazard assessment reports shall be prepared, stamped, and signed by a qualified professional. The report
J:\p lann lng d Ms,'on\~ong range plann ing\cao update\2016 update\code\chapter 16.16 - 2016-06-09, pc adopted (reforma tted for readabiMy);docx
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shou ldis an in~·estie:at i on orocess to evaluate tl:le e:eoloe:ic cl:laracteristics of the subiect arooertv aP.el aeliacent
areas . The geological assessFRent shall incluele field investigation anel FRa'f' include the analysis of f:listorical aer
ial13hotographs, reviey,• of pualic records and elocuFRent:Hion, and interviews with aeljacent proFJerty owners .
The report shall include tl:le following; FJFO'Iideel, that the technical adFRinistrator FRay deterFRine tl:lat any per
tion of these FeEfuireFAents is unnecessaP( gi'len the scope ana/or scale of the proposed de'lelopFAent:
1. Be appro priate for the scal e and scope of the project;
2. Include a discussion of all geologically hazardous areas on the site and any geologically hazardous areas off
site potentially impacted bv or which could impact the proposed oro ject. If t he affected area extends beyond the subject property, the geology hazard assessment may utilize existing data sources perta ining to
that area;
3. Clearly state that the proposed pro ject will not decrease slope st abil ity or pose an unreaso nable threat t o
persons or propertv either on or off site and provide a rationale as to those conclusions based on geologic
cond itions and interpretations specific to the project;
4. Provide adequate information to determine compliance with the requirements ofthis article ;
5. Generally follow the guidelines set fort h in t he Wash ington State Department of Lice nsing Guidelines for
Preparing Engineering Geology Reports in Washington (2006}. In some cases, such as when it is determined
that no landslide or erosion risk is present, a full report may not be necessa ry to determine compliance
with this article, and in those cases a stamped letter or abbreviated report may be provided.
6. If a landslide or erosion hazard is identified, provide minimum setback recommendations for avoiding the
landslide or erosion hazard, reco mmendations on stormwater management and vegetation manage ment
and plantings. other recommendations for site development so that the freq uen cy or magnitude of landsliding or erosion on or off the site is not altered, and recommendations are consistent with this article.
1. !\ elescription of •.vhich areas on the site, surrounding areas that influence or eoYid be influences by tl=le
site, or areas within 3QO feet of the site FAcet the criteria for geologieall·t' hazardous areas as set forth in
wee le.Hi .33Q
2. A sca led site plan sho·Ning:
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a. The type and extent of geologie hazard areas, any other critica l areas, anel a1:1ffers on, adjacent to, or
tl:tat are like ly to impact or influence tl:te proposal or be i nfl ~:~enced By the proposal, ine l ~:~ding pro19erties
and critica l areas upslope and downs lope of tl=le s~:~:bject site;
9. Ti:le location of existing anel pFO!"OSed str~:~ct~:~res, fill, access roads, storage of FRateriats, anel elrainage
facil ities, w ith diFRensions indicating distances to the floodpla in;
e. Ti:le exist ing site topography pref erably accurate to within two foot contours; and
d. Clearing liFRits.
A description of the site feat~:~ res, incl~:~ding s~:~rface and subs1:1rface geo logy, evidence of past or potentia l
cl=lannel FRig ration, hydro logy, so ils, and vegetation fo1:1nd in the project area and in all hazard areas ad
dressed in the report. Th is FRa't include s1::1rface ex13loration Elata such as borings, Elrill ho les, test 13its, 'A'ells,
geologic reports, ana otl:t er re levant reports or site investigations that FRay be usefu l in FRak ing conclusions
or recoFRrnenelations abo1:1t the site 1:1neler investigation .
A description ofthe processes affecting the property or affecteel by deve lop FR ent of the property, !ncluel ing
so il erosion, deposition, or accretion, anel evidence of past channel migration.
A description of the v~:~ l nerability of the site to seismic an el other geologic processes anel a descrif')tion of
aA't' potential 1:\azards that co~:~lei Be createe or e)(acerbat eel as a resu lt of site eleve lo13ment.
A descri19tion and analysis of the risk associated witl:\ developrneAt proh ibitions a Rei 81:1ffers associa ted 'N ith
tl=lis chapter anel t l=le le•,e l of risk associated 'Nith alternative proposa ls for eleve loprneAt with in or with less
setBack froFR the area of geo logica l hazarel.
A description and ana lys is of tt=le risk assoeiateel \·v itl:t t he measures J3FOposeel to mitigate tl=le l=lazards, en
s1:1re publ ic safety, a Rei protect property aAd other critical areas.
~or projeets iA or affecting laAdslide hazard areas, the re13ort shall also incl~:~de :
a. /\ssessments aAel conclusions regard iAg slope sta9il ity for both the e*isting ana developee cond itions,
iAclueling tl=le potential t'(pes of laAdsliele failure rnechan isFRs (e.g., debris fle'>v, rotational slum13, trans
lationa l sl ip, etc.) that FRay affect tl:te site. The stability evaluation sl:\al l also consieler dynarnic earth
q1:1ake leading, ana shall use a minirnuFR horizontal acceleration as established by the current version of
the Int ernational Q~:~ i l d i ng Code .
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b. An anal•;s is of slope recession rate sl=lall be presented in tl=lose cases ....·l=lere stability is impacted or inflt:.~
enceel b\' wave c1::1tting, stream meandering, or otl=ler forces acting on tl=le slope .
e. Description of tl=le n::1n o1::1t l=lazarel of lanelslide debris to the proposes development tl=lat starts t:.~pslope
(wl=letl:ler part of the Sblb-ject property or on a neighboring property) and/or tl=le impacts of landslide rt:.~n
o1::1t on
·nslope properties and critical areas .
9-:7 .
For projects in seismic hazard areas, the report shall also include a detailed engineering evaluation of
expected ground displacements, amplified se ismic-shaking, or other liquefaction and/or dynamic settlement effects and proposed mitigation measures to ensure an acceptable level of risk for the proposed
structure type or other development facilities such as access roads and utilities.
.w,._s.__ For projects in mine hazard areas, the report shall also include a description of historical data and
remnant mine conditions, if available, dates of operation, years of abandonment, strength of overlying rock
strata, and other information needed to assess stability of the site together with analysis of surface displacement or foundation stress from collapse of workings.
A
geological
assessment for a specific site may be valid for a period of up to five years when the proposed land
c.
use activity and site conditions affecting the site are unchanged. However, if any surface and subsurface conditions associated with the site change during that five-year period, the applicant may be required to submit
an amendment to the geological assessment.

am..
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PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
(AS ADOPTED BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION)

Whatcom County Critical Areas Ordinance Update 2016
Pro posed Findings of Fact (as adopted by the Planning Commiss io n)
WHEREAS, the adopted Whatcom County Comprehensive Plan supports the protection of
environmentally critical areas through the adoption of development regulations; and
WHEREAS, the State Growth Management Act {GMA) includes adopted goals and
requirements to guide the development and adoption of comprehensive plans and development
regulations including requirements to designate and protect environmentally critical areas; and
WHEREAS; the County has considered those adopted goals, policies, and requirements in
development of the proposed Whatcom County Code Amendments related to critical areas, and, has
considered other state requirements, law, rules, guidelines, and agency comments; and
WHEREAS, the County researched and assessed the experience of other jurisdictions in regard
to standards and requirements for regulating critical areas, undertook a Best Available Science (BAS)
review and public process in accordance with the requirements of the GMA, developed Whatcom
County Code amendment drafts, prepared environmental documents in accordance with the
requirements of the State Environmental Policy Act {SEPA), and held meetings and hearings
throughout the code development process; and
WHEREAS, the County has been provided feedback on draft work products and guidance from
members of the public, County staff, the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife, the
Washington State Department of Ecology, the Washington State Department of Commerce, the
Lummi Nation, the Nooksack Indian Tribe, other stakeholders and experts, the Whatcom Planning
Commission, and elected and appointed officials during the development of the recommended code
amendments; and
WHEREAS, in developing this ordinance, the County has followed the GMA's requirements,
including to provide "early and continuous public involvement" through a variety of mechanisms
described in the public record; and
WHEREAS, the County has followed the State guidelines for the BAS process required by RCW
36.70A.172 and WAC 365-195-900 through 925, employing a variety of mechanisms described in the
public record; and
WHEREAS, a notice of intent to adopt the proposed code amendments was sent to the State
of Washington Department of Commerce and to other State agencies on February 2, 2016, for a 60day review and comment period in accordance with State law; and
WHEREAS, an environmental review has been conducted in accordance with the
requirements of State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA), and a SEPA threshold determination was
issued, and published on March 17, 2016, in the Bellingham Herald; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a total of 7 public meetings to consider the
proposed amendments, which included two public hearings, one on May 12 and one on June 9, 2016,
with deliberations throughout these meetings; and
WHEREAS, the Planning Commission has provided a recommendation to the County Council
related to the proposed amendments; and

WHEREAS, the County Council held X study sessions on the proposed amendments on X,
2016, and a public hearing on X, 2016 and continued public hearing on X, 2016; and
WHEREAS, the County Council has considered the recommendation of the County Planning
Commission and the public comments received; and
WHEREAS, the County Council has reviewed and considered a variety of information sources
including Best Available Science materials, informational documents in the public record, and public
testimony submitted verbally and in writing to the Planning Commission and to the County Council;
and
WHEREAS, the County Council desires the proposed amendments to be effective throughout
the County including within shoreline jurisdiction, a subsequent Shoreline Master Program
amendment should be prepared for submittal to the State Department of Ecology for approval; and
WHEREAS, based upon the foregoing process, the County Council has made the following
Findings of Facts and Conclusions:

General Critical Areas Findings
1. The Growth Management Act requires critical areas to be designated and protected and to
include and be informed by BAS when developing critical areas regulations. [RCW 36.70A]
2.

Critical areas include wetlands, fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas, geologically
hazardous areas, critical aquifer recharge areas, and frequently flooded areas.

3.

The Whatcom County has within its borders a variety of environmentally sensitive areas that
require protection of important functions and values.

4.

Unregulated development may result in cumulative impacts to those functions and values of
critical areas that contribute to and are necessary for a healthy natural environment and
perceived quality of life.

5.

The unregulated development of residences, businesses, shopping areas and other structures,
and the clearing of land for accommodation of livestock and for such development all have
the potential of adversely and significantly impacting the functions and values of critical
areas.

6.

The unregulated development of resource lands or areas susceptible to natural hazards may
lead to inefficient use of limited public resources, jeopardize environmental resource
functions and values, subject persons and property to unsafe conditions, and affect the
perceived quality of life.

7.

It is more costly to remedy the loss of critical area functions and values than to conserve and
protect them from loss or degradation.

8.

In determining what critical areas are to be afforded a particular degree of protection,
Whatcom County has evaluated a wide range of the best science available with respect to the
critical areas to make informed decisions that meet the intent of the Growth Management
Act and that are also reflective of local needs.

9.

The sources of this best available science that were evaluated and included in this ordinance
are contained in Exhibit B: Whatcom County Critical Areas Ordinance 2016 Update - Best
Available Science Review: Addendum to the 2005 BAS Report.

10. Protection standards for one critical area often provide protection for one or more other
critical areas.
11. Critical areas may also be protected by other actions by the County, such as stormwater
management standards, clearing and grading regulations, critical area restoration, and public
education; and from other regulations, such as the Forest Practices Act, the Shoreline
Management Act, the State Environmental Policy Act, and others.
12. The U.S. Constitution prohibits the taking of private property without just compensation.
13. The proposed regulations for critical areas are ~eAt aAEI appropriate to protect the
fl:metioAs <md 't'ah:tes of tl=lose areas consistent with the Whatcom Comprehensive Pia~

Growth

Ma·~ .

14. The amendments hereafter set forth address requirements related to development in and
near environmentally critical areas including environmentally critical areas buffers,
performance standards, mitigation requirements, exemptions and exceptions.
15. The amendments serve to further implement the Comprehensive Plan, and provide
protection for critical areas that is consistent with BAS and with providing options and
development flexibility, and are in the public interest.
16. The critical areas regulations continue to allow for reasonable use of property to ensure that
such regulations do not infringe on constitutional private property rights.
17. The public record demonstrates that the amendments were developed through a review of
the BAS literature available to the County for review and consideration.
18. The County has followed the GMA's requirements for public involvement and for including
and considering BAS in modification of the regulations for critical areas.
19. The public testimony provided to the County included both support for the proposed
amendments and suggestions for modifications.
20. Based on the review of the testimony and public record, the amendments attached to this
ordinance reflect the County's requirement to protect critical areas and to consider the
planning goals ofthe GMA, while recognizing public and private interests.

Wetlands
21. Wetlands and streams are environmentally sensitive and have numerous natural functions
and values. These functions include: wildlife and fisheries habitat; water quality protection;
flood protection; shoreline stabilization; stream flow; and ground water recharge and
discharge. In many situations, these functions cannot be adequately replicated or replaced.
22. The scientific literature supports in the inclusion of protective buffers from wetlands to
provide sediment control and nutrient inputs to wetlands, and to protect important wetland
functions.
23. Wetlands are identified according to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' Wetlands Delineation
Manual, 1987 Edition, and the Western Mountains, Valleys, and Coast Region supplement
{Version 2.0) 2010, and rated according to the Washington State Wetland Rating System for
Western Washington, revised 2014, prepared by the Washington State Department of
Ecology (Ecology).

24. The scientific literature supports the inclusion of protective buffers of relatively intact native
vegetation from wetlands to adequately protect wetland functions and values.
25. Appropriate wetland mitigation ratios-ratios of areas of wetland replacement and
enhancement to that altered or destroyed-are established in Wetland Mitigation
Replacement Ratios: Defining Equivalency, published by Ecology, 1992, and Wetlands in
Washington State - Volume 2: Guidance for Protecting and Managing Wetlands, Ecology
Publication 05-06-008, April 2005.

Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas
26. WAC 365-190-080 defines wellhead protection areas, sole source aquifers, special protection
areas, and other areas that are susceptible or vulnerable to ground water contamination as
areas with a critical recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water (also referred to as
critical aquifer recharge areas).
27. Potable water is an essential life-sustaining element.
28. Much ofthe County's drinking water in rural areas comes from groundwater supplies.
29. Once groundwater is contaminated it is difficult, costly, and sometimes impossible to clean
up.
30. Preventing groundwater cont;:~mination is necessary to avoid exorbitant costs, hardships, and
potential physical harm to people.
31. Guidance Document for Establishment of Critical Aquifer Recharge Area Ordinances, by
Ecology, 2000, includes scientific recommendations for protecting ground water, including
limiting certain uses and the intensity of development in critical aquifer recharge areas.

Frequently Flooded Areas
32. Flood hazard areas are subject to periodic inundation that results in loss of life and property,
health, and safety hazards, disruption of commerce and governmental services, extraordinary
public expenditures for flood protection and relief, and impairment of the tax base, all of
which adversely affect the public health, safety, and general welfare.
33. These flood losses are caused by development in areas prone to inundation that increase
flood heights and velocities, and when inadequately anchored, damage uses in other areas.
Uses that are inadequately floodproofed, elevated, or otherwise protected from flood
damage also contribute to flood loss.
34. Floodplain and stream connectivity are major elements in maintaining healthy riparian habitat
and off-channel habitats for the survival of fish species and conveyance of floodwaters. If
river, floodplains, and other systems are not viewed holistically as biological,
geomorphological units, this can lead to serious degradation of habitat and increase flood
hazards, which in turn can contribute to listing of various fish species as threatened or
endangered and result in extraordinary public expenditures for flood protection and relief.
35. Frequently flooded areas, including the 100-year floodplain and the floodway, are commonly
mapped on flood insurance maps, often known as Flood Insurance Rate Maps, or FIRMs.

(

Geologically Hazardous Areas
36. Geologically hazardous areas are subject to periodic geological events that result in loss of life
and property, health, and safety hazards, disruption of commerce and governmental services,
extraordinary public expenditures, and impairment of the tax base, all of which adversely
affect the public health, safety, and general welfare.
37. Geologic hazards may be exacerbated by development and human activity in sensitive areas,
and impacts resulting from geologic hazards may be reduced by limiting development and
human activity within or adjacent to the geologic hazard.
38. Some geologic hazards may be intensified during periods of consistent or heavy rainfall that
results in ground saturation or surface water drainage flows.

fish and Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas
39. Fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas perform many important physical and biological
functions that benefit Whatcom County and its residents, including but not limited to:
maintaining species diversity and genetic diversity; providing opportunities for food, cover,
nesting, breeding and movement for fish and wildlife; serving as areas for recreation,
education and scientific study and aesthetic appreciation; helping to maintain air and water
quality; controlling erosion; and providing neighborhood separation and visual diversity
within urban areas.
40. Wetlands and streams are environmentally sensitive and have numerous natural functions
and values. These functions include: wildlife and fisheries habitat; water quality protection;
flood protection; shoreline stabilization; stream flow; and ground water recharge and
discharge. In many situations these functions cannot be adequately replicated or replaced.
41. The scientific literature supports the inclusion of protective buffers from streams to provide
sediment control, nutrient inputs to downstream waters, large woody debris, and other
functions important to riparian areas.
42. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) has prepared management
recommendations for the preservation of priority habitat and species, which are based on the
best available science, and include, in some instances, recommended protective buffer
distances.
43. Kelp and eelgrass beds have been identified and mapped by the Washington State Department
of Natural Resources (DNR) in some areas. Herring and smelt spawning times and locations are
outlined in WAC 220-110-240 through 220-110-260. locations for both may be found by
referring to Critical Spawning Habitat for Herring, Surf Smelt, Sand Lance and Rock Sole in Puget
Sound, Washington: A Guide for Local Governments and Interested Citizens, 2002, and the Puget
Sound Environmental Atlas, Volumes 1 and 2.
44. Salmonid and anadromous fish may be more impacted by development and human activity
during some times than others. Such times are referred to as "fish windows," which have been
documented by WDFW.
45. DNR has classified watercourses according to two stream-typing systems based on channel
width, fish use, and perennial or intermittent status.

46. WAC 365-190-QBO(S) grants [the jurisdiction] the flexibility to make decisions in the context of
local circumstances, and specifically excuses local jurisdictions from being required to protect
"all individuals of all species at all time."

(

